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As we pass the half-year mark and business starts to return to some form
of normal—whatever that may be—how has the IDC been weathering the
COVID-19 storm and what is the outlook for the future?
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EDITORIAL
It was only a few months into my tenure as editor
of this publication that news broke of the proposed
merger between S.P. Richards and Essendant.
There was general consternation about the effective
loss of one of the industry’s wholesalers and a lack of
competition in the marketplace.
Although that deal fell through, the concern of what
would become of S.P. Richards continued, for while
they continued to do good business, it was clear that
Genuine Parts Company was looking to concentrate
on its core business, and as a result, the wholesaler
was surplus to requirements.
Rumors circulated that following the acquisition
of Essendant by Staples owner Sycamore Partners,
Office Depot might look to buying S.P. Richards,
but in recent times it has been relatively clear that
Depot might not be in a position to make any large
purchases. Talk turned to venture capital and private
equity, who would squeeze every last cent from
every transaction. Cue more concern.
It should come as a great relief, to all in our
channel that it has been bought by people steeped
in the traditions of the IDC. While Mike Maggio is
quick to point out, and quite rightly, that the new
S.P. Richards is there to service “all stakeholders,
resellers and vendors”—including the Depots and
Amazons of this world—both he and Yancey Jones
have a deep understanding of independents and
what it is they need to do well. Quite how S.P. is
going to change the way it does business to deliver
on the promise of “a shift in the traditional industry
supply chain”, I can’t tell you—but that’s just one of
the reasons I’m writing this column and not sitting in
Atlanta pulling down the big bucks! Needless to say,
we wish Mike, Yancey and the entire S.P. Richards
team all the best, and will watch their efforts to reform
the business with interest.
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In Memoriam: Michael Chazin
It is with great sadness that
we report the death of former
INDEPENDENT DEALER
colleague Michael F. Chazin,
who passed away on June 30,
2020 at age 71.
Michael was diagnosed
with ALS, also known as Lou
Gehrig’s Disease, early this
year, and continued working for
the magazine until the March
issue, after which he felt he
could no longer continue. He
was a dedicated professional
who truly enjoyed working in the
office supplies industry.
In addition to working for
this publication, Michael was
president of freelance writing
service The Write Word and
had over 30 years’ experience
in business journalism. He
wrote about office supplies for
more than 15 of those years,
originally as managing editor for
the now defunct Office Products
Dealer magazine and then
as editor of United Stationers/
Essendant’s OfficeLine
magazine for eight years.
“As the writer who put
together most of our cover
stories, dealer profiles and
‘Winner’s Circle’ dealer success
stories, Michael Chazin played
a key role at INDEPENDENT
DEALER for many years,” said
former ID editor and publisher
Simon De Groot. “He had
superb editorial chops, with a
professionalism and reliability
that not only made my life as
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publisher a whole lot easier
but also challenged me and
the other people he worked
with to bring a similar level of
commitment to our own jobs.
“More than all that, though,
Michael brought to the
publication a fierce passion for
small business and for the IDC
in particular.
“I couldn’t put it any better
than the words Michael himself
used in one of the last emails
he sent me before he stopped
working for us: ‘Working with
dealers has been one of the
most pleasurable undertakings
I’ve ever done. It was a terrific
run and I enjoyed every
minute of it.’ We enjoyed it
too, Michael. Our deepest
sympathy to Helene and the
rest of your family and thanks
for everything.”
Michael will be sorely missed
by everyone at INDEPENDENT
DEALER. In lieu of flowers,
memorial contributions may be
made to the ALS Association
Greater Chicago Chapter.
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PROTECTION FOR THE WAY YOU WORK

Protect Employees & Customers
Protect employees and customers from germs, viruses
and other airborne exposures with our new line of
personal protection products.

PERSONAL SPACING DISKS & DECALS
SAFETY BARRIERS
High-clarity, protective barriers
allow social interaction while
helping to reduce respiratory
droplets. Stock and custom
designs available.

For more details visit

www.deflecto.com

Offering a full line of long-lasting, repositionable
vinyl disks and temporary adhesive decals for
heavy traffic areas.

ANTI-FOG FACE SHIELDS
Provides a clear, unobstructed
view, while offering total
face protection. Comfortable
foam padding.

MAKE BACK-TO-SCHOOL
BAC --TO-SCHOOL SAFER
Protect Students & Teachers

Portable classroom barriers provide students and teachers
an added layer of protection from respiratory droplets and
virus exposure, while offering a durable design and clear
view that won't impede vision and learning.
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Houston dealer named Ohio dealer “crashes” local bank to
Volunteer of the Year
say thank-you for its business
Stephen Fraga, president of Tejas Office
Products, Inc., has been named as this
year’s recipient of the distinguished Robert
W. Kneebone Volunteer of the Year Award
by United Way of Greater Houston.
The Kneebone Award is the highest
honor given to a United Way volunteer in
recognition of extraordinary leadership
and commitment to community service.
“Over the years I’ve witnessed the
extraordinary commitment United Way
of Greater Houston has to helping our
neighbors thrive and improving the
Greater Houston community,” said
Stephen. “As a volunteer, this award is
a great honor because it is given by the
people I work alongside and admire
greatly. I’m delighted and humbled to
now be among a very distinguished
group of men and women who have been
recognized for their volunteer service.”
Stephen began his volunteer
involvement with United Way of Greater
Houston in 2013, when he was elected to
the United Way board of trustees. During
this time, he has served on the executive
committee, the executive compensation
committee and the strategic thinking
executive committee, and chaired the
community impact committee.
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FriendsOffice of Findlay,
Ohio has had to make a few
adjustments to its Office
Crashers program during
COVID-19, but thinks it is still
important to go ahead with these
fun and friendly customer visits.
“It’s a more important time
than ever to do this,” said Betsy
Hughes, president of sales and
marketing at FriendsOffice.
“We’ve been doing it for about
eight years. It’s one of my favorite
things, it is so fun. It’s great to
get out and thank our customers
face to face rather than just send (left to right): Tami Corbin, Betsy Hughes, Gary
Pollock and Amy Fisher
an email or phone them up.”
Office Crashers sees a team from FriendsOffice unexpectedly turn up at
the door of one of its customers with balloons, flowers, chocolates and a
hamper to thank them for their business over the years.
The idea originated in a meeting at which the team were brainstorming
new marketing ideas and someone remembered the old Prize Patrol from
Publishers Clearing House, in which sweepstake winners were surprised
with a check at their homes.
“We go through our database of customers and we look at the diversity of
products that they are purchasing from us, their number of years of loyalty
and the relationship that we have with them, and then choose who to crash,”
explained Betsy.
The most recent recipient of a “crash” was Croghan Colonial Bank in
Freemont, Ohio, although as mentioned some extra precautions needed to
be taken in these difficult times.
“Lockdown has brought some challenges,” said Betsy. “As you can see,
he had to come outside and we had to wear masks. I’ve known Gary Pollock
for a long time. He and the entire Croghan team have been true friends and
partners, and we’ve enjoyed being able to supply their office locations with
their logoed product, office furniture and various office products.
“We try to do one every couple of months,” added Betsy. “We have some
customers who are shy and some who have given us real rave reviews and
wonderful testimonials right there on camera. Then we put it out on social
media and get some great feedback.”
You can see video of old Office Crashers episodes on the FriendsOffice
website, here.
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Pixels love our
premium paper.

Pixels are proud of their sharpness, and they hate when that
sharpness gets lost between screen and paper. That’s why they love
being printed on Hammermill premium papers. A little bit heavier and
a little bit brighter, our premium papers boast a finish that pampers
pixels. When you experience our perfected-over-a-century customer
service, you’ll feel pampered too. Who wouldn’t love that?

©2020 International Paper Company. All rights reserved.
Hammermill is a registered trademark of International Paper Company.
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South Carolina dealer tries to see lighter
side and create face-covering fun
Greenville Office Supply (GOS) in Greer,
South Carolina was looking for a way to
market to its customers in the current
pandemic.
GOS’s marketing manager Shenandoah
Miller only started at the dealership a
week before the pandemic really took
hold and was immediately thrust into
trying to figure out the pitfalls of marketing
in the COVID-19 climate.
One idea he and his team came up with
was Fun Face Masks, a promotion run
through social media in which people post
pictures of themselves wearing unusual
face coverings, with the winner receiving
a $100 GOS gift card.
“The fun mask contest runs for a few
more weeks and is getting some good
traction,” said Shenandoah. “The general
idea is to do something a little different
and create a bit of fun around our

marketing. A lot of people are tired of the
current situation, so we tried to figure out
how we can get a message out there that
is not all doom and gloom.”
Other initiatives Shenandoah and the
team have launched include are Free
Friday or 50c Friday, where certain items
are offered either for free or at
a discount, sometimes with a
minimum order. So far, items on offer have
included bandanas, cinch bags and even
toilet rolls!
“One of the other areas we are looking
at is Keurig cleaning kits,” added
Shenandoah. “We’re saying. ‘It’s all well
and good cleaning your surfaces, but
what about what’s going on inside your
coffee maker?’ Even though breakroom
is down, coffee still comes pretty high on
our sales list—it’s always in the top 10
products.”
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THE MISSING PIECE TO YOUR
DIGITAL MARKETING
As customers browse, view and purchase
items on your website, CampaignAdvantageOne
is capturing real-time data to build personalized
emails that are meaningful and relevant.

one
&DPSDLJQ$GYDQWDJH2QH:HHNO\$QDO\WLFV'DVKERDUG
&UHDWHG'HF$0(67

EMAIL CAMPAIGNS

8QLTXH9LVLWRUV
&$,&&%XVLQHVV3URGXFWV
6XQ1RY6DW'HF
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CampaignAdvantageOne is your all-in-one digital marketing
program that includes the following email types:

9LVLWV
&$,&&%XVLQHVV3URGXFWV
6XQ1RY6DW'HF

5HWXUQ9LVLWV
&$,&&%XVLQHVV3URGXFWV
6XQ1RY6DW'HF

Weekly
Promotional email with dynamic content by user
Welcome
Greet new website customers
Abandoned Cart An encouraging reminder when customers leave

3DJHRI

WEBSITE ANALYTICS

products in their cart

3DJHRI

See how your customers are interacting and
shopping on your site with a personalized
weekly analytics dashboard that will provide
you with key website metrics to help you
better understand your customer’s behavior.

Re-engagement Reconnect with customers who haven’t been
Custom

active
Manage all your email marketing in one place
with this easy to use platform

Contact your S.P. Richards Sales Representative today to learn more!
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Tennessee dealer helps
with increased demand
for local food bank

Chris Miller, president of Yuletide Office Solutions in
Memphis, Tennessee has had a busy few months.
In addition to all the complications that have arisen due
to COVID-19 and the need to source new suppliers for jan/
san and PPE products, his dealership has also switched its
technology system from ECi to Prima.
He has, however, also found the time to help with the
Mid-South Food Bank, delivering food for distribution
through its Mobile Pantry and even helping to start a new
food drive.
“We’ve been helping the Mid-South Food Bank for at least
seven or eight years now,” said Chris. “But with COVID-19,
things haven’t been able to operate in the usual way. What
we have been doing is using Yuletide trucks to pick up the
food at different locations throughout Memphis and deliver
it back to the food bank’s headquarters for distribution
through its Mobile Pantry.”
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There are a number of food drives supported by the
Mid-South Food Bank, all of which normally feed between
250 and 500 families. As Chris saw the numbers in need
rise, he decided to take action.
“I have seen the need grow, so went to my church,
Lindenwood Christian Church, to start another food drive
within the Midtown corridor,” said Chris. “Other agencies in
our corridor could not handle all the people, even though
they run these mobile food drives throughout the city six
days a week. So many people are out of work. The needs
are real and they are huge.”
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Arkansas dealership returns to AOPD fold
Pettus Office Products—a family-owned and operated
outfit offering contract office furniture, office products,
janitorial supplies and technology solutions has
become the latest dealership to join national accounts
group AOPD, in this case for the second time in the
firm’s history.
The Pettus family founded the company in their
hometown of Little Rock in 1989, with a focus on
exceptional service. As they enter their 31st year in
business, they have been fortunate enough to grow into
one of the largest independent office products dealers in
the region.
“On behalf of our team here at Pettus OP, we are
thrilled to partner with AOPD and their national network of
progressive independent dealers,” said Josh Pettus, the
firm’s vice president. “With access to AOPD’s programs
and nationwide footprint, we felt this partnership was a perfect solution for driving growth and value to our customers.”
“On behalf of the board of directors and staff, AOPD is pleased to welcome Pettus Office Products back into AOPD,”
said AOPD executive director Mark Leazer. “Pettus was a member back in the late 1990s and early 2000s. Pettus is a very
well-respected dealer in the IDC and will enhance AOPD’s national and cooperative account coverage in the Arkansas,
Louisiana and Tennessee markets. We are very happy to bring Pettus back aboard with the AOPD family of independent
dealers and are anxious to get started helping them to expand their business.”

No connection required.
Connectivity is a delicate chain — each link in the chain
has to work or nothing works. Anything from a natural
disaster to a simple cut wire can affect connectivity for cloud
services, service providers and businesses. Complementing
cloud storage with a Phoenix file or safe means data is
always easily accessible — no matter what. Do your
customers have a permanent connection to their data?

Keep your reputation safe. Phoenix Safe.

SAFE INTERNATIONAL, LLC

800.636.0778
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Texas dealer helps
give back through
the United Way

Ohio dealership’s BTA
membership offers daughter
scholarship opportunity

Mike Horne,
owner of Latsons.
com in Sulphur
Springs, Texas,
has a long history
of working with
the Hopkins
County chapter
of the United Way
and this year he has been selected to serve
as the 2020 campaign chair.
Mike has been volunteering with the
Hopkins United Way as a campaign worker
for 10 years and has sat on the allocation
committee four times during that period. He
is also currently serving on the United Way
board of directors.
In his position of campaign chair, he is
responsible for leading the fundraising
campaign for 2020. He has set the goal,
which is $150,000 this year; helped organize
the volunteers; spoken at large businesses
and planned lunches to raise money.
Of course, Latsons.com—like other
dealerships—is perfectly placed to help
such campaign efforts and has, for the last
five or six years, helped the Hopkins United
Way by creating all of the campaign print
materials, brochures, donation envelopes
and invitations for various events and
numerous other printed materials.
“Most years, we are able to donate the
cost of these printed materials,” said Mike.
“Our 2020 campaign will begin in late
September and end in early November. Our
campaign volunteers deliver hundreds of
donation envelopes to local businesses and
when donations are ready, these volunteers
pick up the donations.
“There are numerous other events during
the campaign, include a workers’ luncheon, a
CEO luncheon for our top donors and various
speaking engagements with businesses to
motivate employees to donate towards the
campaign.”

Sloane Brown, daughter of Amanda Brown of Current Office Solutions in
Bryan, Ohio has been awarded a scholarship by the Business Technology
Association (BTA).
“Sloane was extremely grateful, humbled and excited to have received
this scholarship,” said Amanda. “She commented on how blessed she
was to have the opportunity to apply. This scholarship will help relieve
financial burden, which in turn will give her the opportunity to focus on her
education as opposed to worrying about finances.”
The BTA Scholarship Foundation benefits the sons and daughters
of employees of BTA member dealerships nationwide, while BTA itself
provides educational programs, information, research, legal services,
publications and guidance to office technology dealerships, resellers,
manufacturers, distributors and service companies.
In order to apply for the scholarship, Sloane had to include official
high-school and college transcripts, as well as a description of leadership
positions, work experience and volunteer experience. She also had to
write an essay about transportation and how she sees it evolving in the
future.
Applicants must be a son or daughter of a full-time employee of a
current BTA Retail Dealer Member. They must also be a full-time student
maintaining a class schedule of at least 12 hours of college credits at a
two or four-year university or technical/trade school.
“Because Current Office Solutions will continue to be a member of
BTA, Sloane will have the opportunity to apply for this scholarship in the
future as well, added Amanda. “It is truly an amazing opportunity and a
tremendous help to our family.”
Sloane is a sophomore at Ohio State University and is majoring in
psychology. Her future plans are to work toward a PhD in counseling
psychology. Through Ohio State University’s Mount Scholar Society she
was able to help
raise $25,000 for the
Columbus Food Bank.
She also worked with
special education
children, served
homeless people
and co-led a project
providing items to
underprivileged
expectant mothers.
For more
information about BTA
and the scholarship
program, visit its
website here.
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There are a lot of reasons why
customers choose Boise Paper’s
ASPEN® Recycled Copy Paper.
We have been making recycled
copy paper in the USA for decades,
and we truly care about delivering
quality you can trust.
If you are a loyal Boise Paper
customer, you’re in good company.
If you aren’t selling Aspen® ,
now’s the time – see for yourself
what makes it the #1 selling
recycled paper in the
United States!

®

*Source: The NPD Group / U.S. Total Channel Tracking Service / Technology Paper / Recycled Post-Consumer Content: Less than 10% to 100% PCC / Based on Dollar Sales / January 2015 – January 2019.
Aspen and Quality You Can Trust are trademarks of Boise White Paper, L.L.C. or its affiliates. For more information on Boise Paper’s trademark use, go to: http://www.BoisePaper.com/terms-of-use/
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Texas dealer offers help to
deserving high-school student
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In order to try to help offset some of the disruption caused
by the global COVID-19 pandemic, Perry Office Plus
of Temple, Texas held a Graduation Giveaway for local
high-school seniors. The prize was a bundle of HON office
furniture—including a Solve task chair, Skip lounger, Flock
mini ottoman, LED desk lamp and storage cube.
“It hasn’t been the ‘ideal senior year,’ so this was a small
way we could honor these students and help a little with
whatever their next chapter might be, since this furniture
could work in an office, dorm or even a home workspace,”
said Perry Office Plus marketing manager Bonnie Johnson.
“We received 50-plus entries that ranged from funny to
heart breaking, but almost all of them were optimistic for the
future.”
The dealership announced its winner at the end of June.
That was Maycee Anderson of Holland High School, who
will be attending the University of Louisiana at Lafayette to
pursue a degree in nursing.
“She is a hard worker in both her academics and her
extensive community service,” said Bonnie. “Like a lot
of students, she lost out on some opportunities when
the pandemic cancelled everything, but she has a great
attitude and is extremely grateful for the added comfort and
productivity this will give her at school.”
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Show Your True Colors
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2021

• Vivid Colors • Smooth Writing • Quick Drying

Discover the best

Celebrate our unique differences and express your individuality
with the many shades of EnerGel – the Ultimate Writing Pen!
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SECRETS of success
Office Supply Solutions, St. Louis, Missouri
Office Supply Solutions hasn’t been
able to celebrate its 10th anniversary
this year quite in the style that it had
hoped, but that in no way detracts
from its achievements or its relentless
customer focus.
Personal service and word-of-mouth
recommendations are at the heart
of this St. Louis, Missouri-based
business. One of Office Supply
Solutions’ biggest accomplishments
is that it has averaged more than one
new account per business day for the
past 10 years.
Referrals have been key to achieving
this. As founder and CEO Mark Brimer
says: “We have built our business
by referring others—often our own
clients—to their key target prospects,
and by helping them become more
successful. In exchange, they help us
connect to our ideal clients. To put it
differently, less than 5 percent of our
accounts have come from cold calling
in the past 10 years.”
Office Supply Solutions is mainly a
stockless dealer that delivers more
than one-third of orders received the
same day. A large proportion of orders
are also delivered by its own drivers.
Says Brimer: “Using a courier company
is less personal, we feel—it’s really
not much different than ordering from
Amazon.”
Helping with the logistics side of
things is S.P. Richards (SPR), both
locally and across large parts of the
U.S. Brimer comments: “We work
closely with SPR, which allows us
to pick up orders in the St. Louis,
Chicago, Memphis and Kansas City
markets, so we can expedite these
orders for our local needs.”
In addition to same-day service—
which Brimer highlights as one of
its core differentiating factors in an
era when customers expect instant
service—Office Supply Solutions
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prides itself on its can-do, can-help
approach and what it calls its
“rock-star” customer service. “A client
of ours in the construction industry
had problems with its shirt vendor, for
example,” says Brimer. “We supplied
that customer with a new provider
within three minutes—a supplier that
turned out to completely exceed the
client’s expectations.
“Also, we’re not afraid to contact
customers after an order is placed—by
phone, email, text or on our website—
and suggest a cost-saving option
if they are interested. Much of our
sales growth has actually come from
suggestive selling at the end of each
call, as well as our Instagram videos
showing different products. Anyone
can put something in a box and get
it from point A to B; but is it done with
care and always with the best interests
of the customer in mind?”
Office Supply Solutions delivers to
homes as well as businesses in its
standard delivery area. Again, this is
clearly something that is now more
important than ever.
Brimer also refers to technology and
the part it has played in the company’s
success, especially from a networking
perspective: “When our dealership
turned five in 2015, we hosted a
business networking party which
over 250 people attended. We now
do these quarterly and around 1,000
people attend them yearly (see www.
networkathon.com). During these
events, people see us as a community
leader, which allows us easier entry
into many prospective clients.”
So who is Office Supply Solutions’
typical customer? The usual answer
to this question might be small
and medium-sized businesses,
mid-market operators, customers in
certain verticals and so on. But not
for Brimer and his team. “Our typical
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Key management team:
Mark Brimer (founder/CEO)
Year founded: 2010
Employees: 5
Key business partners:
S.P. Richards
Percentage of sales from online:
50 percent
URL:
www.officesupplysolutionsllc.com
customers are people who value their
time,” he explains. “They understand it
is our job to do their product research
and not shove them to a catalogue or
website. We have both, of course, and
they can use them—so that is not my
point.
“We’ve made it to 10 years in
business by constantly exceeding
our customers’ expectations and
paying attention to the little things,”
he continues. “We are more than a
company that delivers office supplies.
Instead, we are a resource and a
partner for their entire business. This
includes bringing them new clients.
The thinking is: if they are successful,
so are we. And it’s everyone’s job at
Office Supply Solutions to grow the
company—we encourage our staff
to get involved. If they bring in new
opportunities, they get compensated
for that; not just once, but throughout
the legacy of the account.”
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If you have news to share - email it to
news@IDealerCentral.com

S.P. Richards sold
Major industry wholesaler S.P. Richards
has been sold by Genuine Parts
Company (GPC) to a group of investors
made up primarily, it is understood, by
leading figures from within the IDC.
Former TriMega president and
more recently Independent Suppliers
Group CEO Mike Maggio will be new
president and CEO of S.P. Richards,
while the executive chairman will be
Yancey Jones Sr, former owner of major
Virginia-based dealership The Supply
Room Companies (TSRC).
Former CEO Rick Toppin is officially
retiring from the company, but will stay
on in a consulting capacity for at least a
few months—he will also sit on the board
of directors.
As part of the deal, the Supply Source
Enterprises (SSE) business—consisting
of jan/san, safety and PPE brands The
Safety Zone and Impact Products—was
purchased by an affiliate of HIG Capital.
The move came as a surprise to
many in the industry but has been
broadly welcomed by members of the
IDC, particularly given the uncertainty
over the wholesaler’s future after the
collapse of the proposed S.P. Ricahrds/
Essendant merger and the subsequent
sale of Essendant to Staples owner
Sycamore Partners.
Both Maggio and Jones have spoken
of their desire to reimagine how the
supply chain operates and cut costs in
the channel.
“Our group comprises several
industry leaders who envision a new,
industry-changing alignment and
partnership among manufacturers,
wholesalers and resellers,” said Jones
“This represents a shift in the traditional
industry supply chain that will eliminate
JULY/AUGUST 2020

redundant costs and help all partners
become more competitive.”
“We did this because we felt strongly
that the entire business products
channel needed an independent
wholesale distributor of business
products,” added Maggio. “It is about
all stakeholders, resellers and vendors,
and being a true distributor.”
Many of the former S.P. Richards
executives and staff will remain with the
company. Former senior vice president
of merchandising and supply chain Jack
Reagan has been named as executive
vice president.
“Jack is an industry veteran who
understands the needs of both our
clients and suppliers,” commented
Maggio. “[He] is highly regarded across
our entire channel as someone with
unquestioned integrity and passion for
the customer. I am fortunate to have
someone with his level of experience
and industry knowledge as my number
two.”
The full S.P. Richards senior
leadership team is:
• Yancey Jones Sr: Executive chairman
• Mike Maggio: President/CEO
• Jack Reagan: EVP
• Stephanie Moy: SVP sales
• Nick Lomax: SVP jan/san sales
• Bryan Hall: SVP operations
• Doug Sawyer: SVP finance & CFO
• Tom Maley: SVP corporate
development & treasurer
• Brian McGill: SVP IT & CIO
• Jim Starr: SVP human resources
Meanwhile, Rahul Vinnakota,
managing director at HIG, said: “SSE
offers an extensive product portfolio and
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Mike Maggio

Yancey Jones
differentiated value-added services to
distributors servicing a wide array of
end users across several end markets.
We appreciate the loyalty and support
of SSE’s strong customer base during
these difficult times and look forward to
continuing to exceed their expectations
in the future.”
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Our #1 Selling Gel Pens*
work as hard as you do.

G2 is America’s #1 Selling Gel Pen that helps you to achieve more,
whenever and wherever work takes you. The smooth-writing,
long-lasting G2 is your Go-2 pen for reliable and consistent writing
performance at home, at the office or on the go.
*G2 is the #1 Selling Gel Pen Brand/The NPD Group/Retail & Commercial/US Dollar Sales/Data on file.
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He continued: “HIG will bring
additional expertise and resources
to SSE to support management as
they continue to broaden SSE’s
customer base, expand offerings and
enhance services. Importantly, given
the critical role of these businesses in
the COVID-19 pandemic, we remain
committed to ensuring continuity of
service to customers while prioritizing
the wellbeing of employees.”
GPC CEO Donahue stated: “The sale
of S.P. Richards represents the further

streamlining of our operations and a
significant step forward in our long-term
strategy to optimize our portfolio. With
this divestiture, we will continue to
opportunistically expand our global
footprint and strengthen our focus on
sustainable, value-driving initiatives
associated with our faster-growing
and higher-margin automotive and
industrial businesses.”
He added: “On behalf of the GPC
board and management team, I want
to thank Rick Toppin and the S.P.

New ISG CEO appointed
US dealer organization Independent
Suppliers Group (ISG) has named its
new CEO following the departure of
Mike Maggio.
With Maggio taking on the CEO
role at wholesaler S.P. Richards after
leading its buyout from Genuine
Parts, ISG’s board appointed
president Mike Gentile as its CEO,
effective June 30.
Commenting on his successor,
Maggio stated: “I have known Mike
Gentile for a number of years and
have worked closely with him when
we were each running separate
dealer groups and since the merger.
Mike has been a true partner and I
am proud to have worked with him.
“I am leaving ISG in his
very capable hands and the
membership is lucky that a
manager of his caliber is now at
the helm. I look forward to working
closely with him and the ISG board
of directors to create collaborative programs to the benefit of the members.”
ISG chairman Dave Guernsey added: “It was a great personal privilege to
have worked with Mike Maggio as we formed and managed ISG over the past
year. Mike is the consummate professional and the ISG members benefited
from his skill and commitment. We all look forward to Mike’s success in his new
role as the president and CEO of S.P. Richards.
“Going forward, ISG is blessed with another consummate professional, Mike
Gentile. Mike is well known to our dealer community and has many years of
experience leading dealer groups. We are confident that he will build further on
what ISG has accomplished thus far.”
JULY/AUGUST 2020
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Richards team, whose hard work
and dedication have made these
transactions possible. Both Investor
Group and HIG are supported by
talented and experienced teams, and
we are confident they are the right
partners to lead these respective
operations into the future. We look
forward to working closely with them
to support a smooth transition for our
employees, customers and supply
base, particularly during the ongoing
challenges presented by COVID-19.”

Ghent,
Waddell and
VividBoard
awarded GSA
Multiple Award
Schedule
GMi Companies—parent company of
Ghent, VividBoard, and Waddell—has
revealed that the three divisions have
been awarded a GSA Multiple Award
Schedule 071 by the US General
Services Administration, the centralized
procurement arm of the federal
government.
The five-year award provides federal,
state and local government agencies
with the ability to acquire visual
communication and display solutions
cost effectively and efficiently.
“We’re pleased to continue to build
on our commitment to the government
sector,” stated Brad Pierce, chief sales
officer at GMi Companies.
He added: “The award of this contract
is significant because it gives access to
all of our products—like whiteboards,
glassboards, bulletin boards, space
divisions, display cases and custom
patient room boards—at a cost saving.”
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The best workspaces know how to adapt.

The new Resi™ Collection rises to the challenge with a more purposeful,
multi-functional design that embraces the new workday.
View the new Resi™ Collection at www.safcoproducts.com
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GSA names
purchasing platforms

The US General Services Administration (GSA) has
appointed Amazon Business, Overstock.com and
Fisher Scientific as its e-marketplace providers for the
pilot phase of its Commercial Platforms program for
federal government purchasing.
These contracts and platforms will be available
to agencies as part of a government-wide effort to
modernize the federal buying experience and help
gain insights into open-market online spend that
takes place outside existing contracts. It is estimated
that this kind of expenditure on government purchase
cards represents an addressable market of $6 billion
annually. That said, the jury is still out as to what
extent they will assist the IDC.
“GSA has awarded three contracts for its online
platforms. As of today, that is about all industry
knows,” said Paul Miller, NOPA’s director of advocacy
and regulatory affairs. “We have lots of questions and
have been in touch with GSA about them. We are
hopeful in the next couple weeks for those questions
to be answered.”
Data privacy also remains an issue. “Amazon
continues to grow,” Miller said. “With so many small
businesses struggling during this global pandemic
we want to make sure that if [dealers] sell on these
platforms, they are safe and will not be used to put
them out of business.”
Concerns also remain about the ease with which
gray goods could find their way on to the market.
“We also want to make sure that these platforms
don’t become an easy gateway to flood the
government market with counterfeit products that
again put small companies out of business,” added
Miller. “We continue to work with GSA on these issues
and hope they will include strong, clear guidance
on these issues and others as we move forward. If
this new system is going to be effective, it needs to
ensure it doesn’t become a place to put small firms
out of business.”
GSA federal acquisition service commissioner
Julie Dunne said the proof of concept will start small
and be refined through repeated testing, with GSA
continuing to solicit stakeholder feedback as it
has done throughout the program’s development.
She also claimed the spend data would help
with compliance in such areas as AbilityOne,
small business spending goals and supply chain
management.
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Senior BIC USA exec retires

After 34 years at BIC, Pat Cordle, vice president of field sales
convenience, will retire on November 1.
He joined the company in 1986 as retail sales representative,
taking on 13 roles in sales and marketing during his tenure. He began
working in his current role in 2009. Over the course of his career,
Cordle has called on every customer BIC has, across all categories.
Jason Rice, VP of commercial capabilities, will succeed
him, taking over leadership of the BIC sales team serving the
convenience channel across the country.
“Pat is beloved by team members across the organization,” said
Mary Fox, general manager of BIC North America. “Although it’s
bittersweet to say goodbye to Pat, I want to publicly thank him for
his service and dedication to serving our customers over the past
34 years.”

ISSA goes to Vegas

Worldwide cleaning association ISSA has confirmed a new date and
location for its flagship trade show this year.
ISSA Show North America 2020 was scheduled to take place in
Chicago, Illinois, from October 26-29. However, permissions from
the state for privately held business events were not as forthcoming
as ISSA had hoped. The association therefore sounded out
stakeholders about moving the trade fair to Las Vegas, Nevada, in
mid-November.
ISSA said that more than 70 percent of attendees confirmed they
preferred to meet—safely—in person this year and would attend
an event in Vegas. Therefore, the show will now run from November
16-19 at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas.

»
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More than
a table...

PROFIT BOOSTER

With tables today typically representing 35% of an
average project, who and how you source from can make a big difference to your bottom
line. That’s why you owe it to yourself and your dealership to get to know Special-T. We’re your
one-stop table resource with the ability to increase dealer profits by up to 15% compared
to other high profile, high priced brands. Since all our products are made in the USA and
Europe, we are not affected by steep tariff increases.

SpecialT.net
APRIL 2020

888-705-0777
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NBPI to host virtual events

The National Business
Products Industry (NBPI)
Council has taken
the difficult decision
to cancel all further
in-person events for
this year’s City of Hope
(COH) fundraising efforts,
but is calling for support for several virtual initiatives it is organizing.
“We have been closely monitoring the situation to assess the viability of
upcoming City of Hope fundraising events in partnership with our event hosts,”
NBPI Council chair Scott Light and 2020 Spirit of Life honoree Stephanie Dismore
wrote in a letter to stakeholders and supporters.
“Given the current governmental and health agency guidelines, and ongoing
corporate travel restrictions, we regret to inform you that we will be unable to
conduct in-person events as we know and enjoy them this year, including our
annual culmination celebration, the Spirit of Life Gala.”
This is only the second time in its 37-year history that the Spirit of Life dinner has
been postponed—the other being shortly after the 9/11 attacks in 2001.
More than half of the NBPI’s annual COH fundraising comes from non-event
related activities, such as direct mail matching programs, employee giving,
product sales promotions, personal and foundation giving, and crowdfunding.
These efforts continue today and are on track to raise $10 million this year.
The remaining portion stems from industry-sponsored business summits, golf
outings and the Spirit of Life Gala. To try to achieve the net fundraising typically
realized from these kinds of events, the NBPI Council has set an ambitious goal
to raise $3 million over the coming months via direct donation appeals and
several virtual events.
Corporate donations: For companies that have allotted an annual donation
budget for event participation and sponsorships in support of City of Hope, these
companies are asked to continue to provide their budgeted support this year, if
possible.
Support opportunities and activations: There will be several opportunities
and activities this summer where annual budgeted City of Hope and/or
COVID-19-related donations can be directed. These will also encourage
employee participation and support. They include:
• Virtual Walk for Hope: sponsored by Staples Inc, with a Staples $100,000
match.
• Virtual Bike for Hope: sponsored by HP Inc and Supplies Network, with an HP
$50,000 match.
• Office Products Women in Leadership Virtual Kentucky “Thurby” Happy
Hour: Presented by HP Inc with an HP $25,000 match. This will take place on
September 3.
• Virtual Spirit of Life Gala, Golf Outing and Wine Tasting: Honoring HP Inc’s
Stephanie Dismore, in celebration of the NBPI’s annual fundraising year. This is
confirmed for September 17. Donations will benefit the NBPI Critical Research
Fund at City of Hope, supporting cancer, diabetes and COVID-19. Donations
include a variety of company sponsorship opportunities on the event platform
and program, and ads on the City of Hope campus. HP will be matching Spirit
of Life donations dollar for dollar up to $100,000.
JULY/AUGUST 2020
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HP Inc helps
COVID-19 research

HP Inc is doing its bit in the fight
against COVID-19 with the deployment
of D300e BioPrinters, associated
supply cassettes and free training, to
laboratories in the US and Europe. The
bioprinters are being used in Spain, the
US, Italy and France to help accelerate
drug and vaccine research to combat
COVID-19.
Meanwhile, HP and HP
Foundation have committed to
donating an estimated $8 million
worth of technology and grants to
support blended learning and local
communities impacted by COVID-19
worldwide.
HP and its global network of partners
and customers have also produced
more than 3.3 million 3D
printed parts for
face shields,
respirators,
nasal swabs
and other items
for distribution to
hospitals.

Platinum Equity
acquires distributor
Investment firm Platinum Equity has
acquired L&R, a wholesale distributor
of consumer products, including
stationery and office supplies, to more
than 17,000 retail locations.
Founded in 1956, L&R offers more
than 30,000 products and operates
three distribution centers in Arkansas,
California and New Jersey. In addition
to serving its core chain store and
retail customers, the company
has made recent investments
in automation to help expand its
e-commerce fulfillment capabilities.
L&R CEO Marc Bodner and his
leadership team will continue to lead
the business under Platinum Equity’s
ownership.
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Ohio expansion for GOJO
Purell brand owner GOJO has
confirmed the acquisition of a
manufacturing plant in its home state
of Ohio.
The firm has purchased a 325,000
sq ft facility in the municipality of
Maple Heights, where it will make
Purell Surface Spray, a product the
company said has experienced an
“infinite” increase in demand over the
past few months.
The new facility comes shortly after
GOJO leased a distribution center,
also in Ohio, to increase its storage
capacity, and brings the number of
manufacturing locations in the state
to four.
The company expects to add at least
200 jobs as part of this expansion—
with around 100 coming at Maple

Heights. The project will benefit from
financial assistance from the JobsOhio
initiative, although the amount involved
will not be made public until the final
agreement is executed.
Over the past few months, GOJO
has been running its facilities around
the clock and is now making more than
twice what it did before the COVID-19
crisis hit.
“We believe the world will forever be
changed by this pandemic and we see
this translating to a sustained increase
in awareness of the importance of safe
and effective hygiene practices,” said
GOJO CEO Carey Jaros. “Expanding
our manufacturing infrastructure is one
of the many ways we are responding
as the market leader in these
challenging times.”

ECI confirms
Connect event

Reorganization for Fellowes

ECI Software Solutions’ Connect
event in November is going ahead
as planned, and the technology
solutions company has announced
its keynote speaker.
Connect 2020 is the premier user
conference for all ECI customers
and will take place from November
16-18 at The Cosmopolitan of Las
Vegas. This year’s event will focus
on “Getting Back to Business
Together” and include two days of
hands-on training, a vendor expo, a
customer service center and an ECI
technology lab.
This year’s keynote speaker is a
familiar name—former Pittsburgh
Steelers quarterback and four-time
Super Bowl winner Terry Bradshaw,
who is now a well-known TV analyst.
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Fellowes Brands has announced a comprehensive channel division restructure.
Driven by its expansion into multiple channel industries over the past two years, the
company said the new structure is designed to enable clarity within its organization,
which supports a wide variety of dealers.
The divisions are as follows:
Fellowes Workspace Solutions serves the business products industry
through legacy partnerships, including office superstores, business product
dealers, e-tailers, mass market resellers and wholesalers. Beth Wright, VP of
commercialization, North America, will continue to lead all customer-facing elements
of this division.
Fellowes Contract Interiors will manage the contract furniture industry. This
organization has been developed through merging the ESI and Trendway
businesses into one functional team under the leadership of Mark Rhoades
(president, contract interiors) and Rob Day (EVP commercialization, contract
interiors). This division will continue to offer its solutions through its trade partners.
Fellowes Curative includes service-oriented business units that provide
ergonomic consultative services for corporations. This division consists of Posturite
(UK) and Neo Forma (France), which both operate in the European marketplace.
The US organization services global contracts which have been established within
European customers’ head offices.
“Over the past three years, Fellowes Brands has grown in revenue by 38 percent,
expanding its channel reach along the way. This result is driven by our strategy of
reinvention, bringing greater relevance to our business in a rapidly changing world,”
commented CEO John Fellowes.
The company added that, by way of this channel structure, existing customers will
experience no changes in their Fellowes contacts or engagement.
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Diversey approves
CEO position

Global cleaning and hygiene solutions
giant Diversey has announced the
appointment of Phil Wieland as
ongoing CEO of the company.
Wieland has served as interim CEO
and board member since January,
following the resignation of CEO Mark
Burgess.
Before this role, Wieland was
Diversey’s CFO. He possesses deep
experience as a senior executive of
scale services organizations, having
served as CEO of UK and Ireland
operations and as Group CFO of
Brakes, a leading European food
service business.
“The progress Diversey is making
is exciting. We have added critical
products to our portfolio and expanded
our operations to better serve our
key markets, and I am thrilled by the
opportunity to lead the business on an
ongoing basis,” said Wieland.

EDmarket partners with GBAC STAR

The Education Market Association (EDmarket) has partnered with the Global
Biorisk Advisory Council (GBAC), a division of ISSA, to support its GBAC STAR
facility accreditation program on cleaning, disinfection and infectious disease
prevention for education facilities.
EDmarket members will enjoy a 50 percent discount on the GBAC
Fundamentals Online Course: Cleaning & Disinfection Principles. This
self-paced, online course covers the planning, knowledge and processes
needed to respond to a biohazard crisis such as COVID-19.

EPA gives COVID-19 approval for Lysol products

Two disinfectant products from Reckitt
Benckiser’s Lysol brand have become the
first to be approved by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) as being effective
against the COVID-19 pathogen.
Lysol Disinfectant Spray and Lysol
Disinfectant Max Cover Mist have been
found to kill the virus following laboratory
testing undertaken by the EPA.
More than 420 products are already on
the EPA’s ‘List N’ of disinfectants that meet its criteria for effectiveness against
COVID-19, but the two Lysol products are the first to be tested directly on the
pathogen. The EPA said it expected to approve similar claims for additional List
N items in the coming weeks.

Deflecto celebrates 60th anniversary

More layoffs at Staples Inc

Staples Inc has made at least 500 staff
redundant in the U.S. following another
round of restructuring. Although
the exact number of layoffs has not
been confirmed, INDEPENDENT
DEALER understands it is between
500 and1,000 and that many of the
redundancies involve long-serving
and senior sales staff at the Staples
Business Advantage division.
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Indianapolis-based manufacturer Deflecto, LLC celebrated its 60th anniversary
at the end of July with a virtual town hall and a series of socially distanced
celebrations.
“For the past 60 years, Deflecto has been a part of helping its customers
make life more efficient at home, at work and on the road,” said Bob Flynn, CEO
of Deflecto. “Innovation is at the core of our work, which is why we never stop
looking for better ways to inspire, organize and protect what is important to
our customers. Our rich history of innovation continues today as we invent and
develop new products in personal safety and invest in environmentally sound
manufacturing materials, processes and sustainable solutions.”
For the past three years, Deflecto has supported the City of Hope’s quest
to defeat cancer and diabetes by sponsoring the Ride for Hope fundraiser, in
which it has raised more than $100,000 for the medical research center, and is
committed to continuing the relationship for years to come.

»
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Knoll expands direct-toconsumer offering

Knoll has added a new section to its
knoll.com e-commerce platform. The
company has launched Knoll + Muuto
Work from Home, a range of furniture,
lighting and accessories.
The products will ship in a one to
three-day timeframe and Knoll said it is
working with clients in the commercial,
healthcare and education sectors on
programs that will allow employees to
purchase directly from the site.

Veritiv to cut jobs

Distribution company Veritiv has
revealed a major restructuring program.
The group said that due to the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on its
business operations and the ongoing
secular changes in the print and
publishing segments, it will reduce its
workforce by around 15 percent.
The plan will include job losses
across all business segments and
corporate functions, as well as the
closure of certain warehouse facilities
and retail stores, and adjustments to
various compensation plans.
“We are implementing the restructuring
plan to better align our cost structure with
ongoing business needs as we execute
on our stated corporate strategy,” the
company said in a regulatory filing.

Maars launches customizable wall panel
Maars Living Walls has launched
the M923 wall. Designed in
collaboration with Gensler, it lets
users create defined physical,
visual, and acoustic boundaries.
The concept combines
elements of modern wall
decoration, functional office
furniture, and movable walls in
a standalone product. Panels in
a variety of materials (moss, cork, absorption panels, marker boards, textiles,
and more) snap into place on a steel frame.
In addition to offering flexible separation in the open office, the M923 wall lets
users adjust visual boundaries as needs change and is available in a range of
colors. “M923 offers easy customization and personalization as well as a sense
of privacy and security, both now and moving forward. Practical and beautiful,
the solution supports people’s needs today, and adjusts to fit the future,” said
Maars product manager Sanneke Horstman.

AmpliVox introduces new Maestro Adjustable
Presentation Center

W506A Maestro Adjustable Presentation Center

Maestro Adjustable
The new Made-in-the-USA AmpliVox Maestro
Presentation Center
Adjustable Presentation Center offers a 31”
extra-wide reading table that easily accommodates
laptops and spreadsheets and is also
height-adjustable at the touch of a pneumatic dial.
The lectern features a multimedia-ready design
with optional panels to accommodate external
devices. In a scratch-resistant melamine finish with
a skirted base, it moves effortlessly on four industrial
and hidden casters. “We call the Maestro a ‘presentation center’ because it is
much more than a lectern with a full complement of features to conduct today’s
multimedia presentations,” said AmpliVox CEO Don Roth.
All the beauty of our adjustable height lectern, in
a wider size, with added features
• The Maestro’s thoughtful multi-media ready design includes cable pass through grommets
from the reading table to inside the cabinet’s lower storage compartment, as well as to the
bottom of the lectern to facilitate connection to external equipment and outlets for multimedia system integration
• Optional flush-mounted multi-media AV signal, room system control and electrical power jack
panels may be added to accommodate external devices
• The 31” extra-wide reading table is designed to accommodate your system integration
connections, as well as presentation tools and materials, such as a laptop, tablet and notes
• The unit’s base has been expanded to provide additional stability and design balance
• Adjustable height from 38" - 44" with easy one-handed adjustable pneumatic dial
• Scratch resistant melamine finish, skirted base, and radiused corners for beautiful styling
and durability that will stand the test of time
• This lectern moves effortlessly, with the help of 4 industrial hidden casters (2 lock)
• Proudly designed and built in the USA

CUSTOMIZE
any Lectern
with your
Company
Logo

EXTRA WIDE
READING TABLE!
31"vs 22"

www.ampli.com | info@ampli.com | (800) 267-5486

SSI adds warehouse distribution module to SSI Edge
Systems Solutions Limited (SSI) has
announced the addition of a new
warehouse distribution module to its SSI
Edge dealer software.
The new module upgrades the
software’s existing warehouse
management features, as well as adding
additional functionality. It provides
warehouse personnel with easy access to
all the tools for receiving orders, verifying
tickets, pulling products and managing
shipping manifests. While these functions
already existed in the software, the
JULY/AUGUST 2020

new module consolidates them in one
location for ease of access and improved
productivity. It also improves system
security by eliminating the need for
warehouse employees to go into order
entry or other parts of the software.
“As always, our goal was to streamline
dealer operations and improve
profitability,” said SSI vice president John
Evans. “Warehouse personnel have
access to all of the software functions
they need in one place, without having to
move between different modules.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“Many dealers are working with
reduced staff,” Evans continued. “And
they are dealing with more, smaller orders
going to alternate ship-to addresses, as
many of their customers work from home,
so anything that improves distribution
efficiency is a real benefit.”
The warehouse distribution module
has already been released and is
available to new and existing customers.
There is no additional charge for the
module; it is part of SSI Edge’s standard
feature set.
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SPR News Analysis

The S.P. Richards takeover:

INDUSTRY REACTION

In one of the best-kept secrets in the
history of big business products deals,
news emerged last month of the shock
purchase of industry wholesaler S.P.
Richards by the entity formally known
as Investor Group, led by former The
Supply Room Company owner and IDC
doyen Yancey Jones and Mike Maggio,
who after a long and varied career in
the industry was most recently CEO of
dealer group Independent Suppliers

Group. (For full details of the deal, see
our news story on page 16)
Rumors had been rife since the
proposed 2018 merger between
S.P. Richards and fellow wholesaler
Essendant fell through that S.P.
Richards owner Genuine Parts
Company (GPC) was looking to offload
the business.
In a press release announcing the
deal, Yancey Jones stated: “Our group

comprises several industry leaders
who envision a new, industry-changing
alignment and partnership among
manufacturers, wholesalers and
resellers. This represents a shift in the
traditional industry supply chain that
will eliminate redundant costs and help
all partners become more competitive.
The acquisition of S.P. Richards’ core
U.S. operations represents a major step
forward in this process, and we are
focused on strengthening our mutually
beneficial partnerships and driving
long-term, sustainable value creation.”
So what does it all mean? Clearly,
these are very early days and right
now, there are far more questions than
answers. What might those answers
look like, though? We reached out
industry members with ties to the IDC
and asked them what they thought.
Here are some of the responses we
got back.

Mike Gentile: President and CEO, Independent Suppliers Group (ISG)
We view it very positively, because I
dreaded a while back the prospect
of having one wholesaler if S.P.
Richards and Essendant merged,
which would have been a monopoly.
So I’m delighted that we continue to
have a duopoly with two wholesalers.
Competition is good.
S.P. Richards is not without its
challenges. Working capital is a
challenge for both S.P. Richards and
Essendant. Even though Essendant
is owned by Sycamore, it still has
to get working capital to invest in
the business. We’re dealing with an
industry in a degree of secular decline;
and to complicate matters, we’re in
the middle of this damned pandemic.
However, I guess if there was ever a
JULY/AUGUST 2020

time to do something like this, it’s now,
because you can only go up.
Mike comes to the position with more
experience and more well-rounded
than anyone in the channel today. To
think about it, Mike worked in a family
dealership when he started his career.
He worked in a manufacturer. He ran
ActionEmco, a regional wholesaler. He
spent 15 or 16 years at S.P. Richards;
and he ran TriMega. So he has more
well-rounded experience than most
of the senior management teams at
Staples, Depot and Essendant.
ISG is not an investor; we’re a
cooperative owned by our members. So
that would require shareholder approval
to make that investment; and we’ve
always felt that as a buying group and
INDEPENDENT DEALER

a cooperative, we should be agnostic
regarding our members’ wholesale
affiliation relationship. And I myself
personally am not an investor, because
that would be a conflict of interest.
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Mark Leazer: Executive Director, AOPD
I think this is a welcome move, especially when you look at the
alternatives. I think a lot of folks had been looking at S.P. Richards
for a while and been concerned about what direction it might take.
Everybody knew that Genuine Parts wanted to unload S.P. Richards
at some point and concentrate on automotive and industrial, so you
had to think to yourself: “What are the options for that?”
I think most independent dealers were concerned that it was
going to be acquired by Office Depot. That would be a nightmare
scenario for independents: if both of their wholesalers were
basically owned by big boxes. So that was one option that wasn’t
good. Private equity was another option that wasn’t good. And
so you go down through the list of potential buyers; and if you
get to the scenario that has happened—with two seasoned
independent dealer executives being in control—that’s probably
the best-case scenario and a positive for the IDC.
One of the things that I think has been missing for quite some
time from most wholesalers is they try to be all things to all people
as much as possible, and they’ve really moved away from what
I would say is the core business of being a really top-notch
wholesale distributor. That’s what the IDC—and indeed the
channel in general—has needed for a long time: to have a really
good, solid, reliable wholesaler. And if they can do that, I think
that’s got to be a positive for the channel in general.
I think it will be a really positive thing for independent dealers.
As regards AOPD’s situation, we are partners with both
wholesalers and we intend to remain wholesaler neutral, like
we’ve always been; but it’s encouraging to see some of the things
that they will hopefully strive to accomplish. So I’m positive about
what I’ve been hearing so far—although obviously, we’ve got to
see how all the different moves take shape. The main thing I’ve
been interested in is Yancey Jones talking about a realignment of
the supply chain, so I’ll be watching closely to see exactly what
that’s going to mean.
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Jon Rossman: President, Chuckals
Office Products, Tacoma, Washington

I would say it is by far the best thing that the IDC
could have wished to happen to S.P. Richards
with regard to a sale. For one, Yancey Jones is an
incredible leader within this industry and has been
so supportive to other dealers in the channel. When
I was first starting in this business, he would spend
time with me and talk to me about what we were
doing, ask about certain numbers that we were
looking at, and give me pointers about what to do
and how to do it.
I think for him to be the person who is taking this
step and putting his neck out there says a lot about
who he is and what he believes in; and I think he
believes fully in the notion that the IDC will be a very
powerful portion of the office supply business. I
believe that he and Mike have a wonderful working
relationship. I know they’ve worked together for a
really long time in many different capacities, so I
would say all of what I know with regard to this deal
is very, very positive.
We’ve always considered S.P. Richards as a
partner of ours and they’ve proven that throughout
the pandemic. I’m on the phone with them daily,
talking about what we have access to, what’s
coming, what’s not coming. They’ve really helped
our business move forward. I would say the next
step is to listen to what the independents are
screaming for and what we need—not based on
shareholders’ opinions and how much they need
to put on the bottom line, but based on what will
actually move the needle and allow us to take
business from the multinational, international
businesses; to show our communities that
independent dealers are stronger than ever.
PAGE 27
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Joel Vockrodt: President, Office Peeps, Watertown, South Dakota
My initial reaction was optimism and
hope; but you can also look at it in
the way of, “Could there have been
worse ways that this sale went down?”
Absolutely! When S.P. Richards was
fully backed by Genuine Parts, that
brought stability; but in many ways,
since the merger with Essendant
was blocked, that stability was in
question, so we knew something had
to change—or at least, something
could change. When you think of
all the possible changes, this is an
encouraging one.
Naturally, there will be a little bit of wait
and see. We have been S.P. Richards’
first call for about a year and a half, and

we’re ISG members. In my view, S.P.
has always been a friendly, reliable
business; but in some ways, I think it just
didn’t see what the value of the buying
group was. So I think that the potential
for Yancey and Mike getting involved
and taking this on is really good for
the IDC. I don’t know in what ways—if
there will be more collaboration; if they’ll
create more efficiencies—but I think
even just a better understanding of
buying cooperatives is a great start.
We’re not a huge company. We’re
not one of the big dealers. I do hope
that whatever strategies are being
discussed, smaller businesses are an
important part of the equation.

David Guernsey: CEO, Guernsey, Dulles, Virginia; Chairman, ISG
I’m reading slightly between the lines,
but I think it’s fair to say that maybe
Genuine Parts had a soft spot for the
plight of independent dealers and
an arrangement with Mike Maggio
and Yancey was appealing to them.
I know that [former GPC Chairman]
Tom Gallagher cut his teeth with S.P.
Richards and had always said to
me he had a real fondness for that
organization.
I’ve said to people, “Let’s just
wait and see.” I think S.P.’s largest
customer is Office Depot and its next
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largest is Amazon; or maybe it’s the
other way around. So they’re running
a business and they need to take care
of those people. To what extent they
can make it benefit the independent
dealer—that’s yet to be seen. I think
that’s the plan; I think that’s certainly
their hope. But the do-ability of it
remains to be seen.
I always liked the idea of having a
strong position with both wholesalers,
and I think there might be a challenge
to [the first call/second call system].
I don’t know what form it would take,
though, because the whole idea
behind first call was the dealer would
drive significant volume through one
wholesaler and as a reward for doing
that, there would be much sharper
pricing associated with it. How
Maggio will combat that remains to be
seen. Whether or not S.P. Richards
can come up with a program that will
actually push Essendant to go in that
direction—that’s going to be tough.
Everybody talks about the endless
aisle and manufacturers say, “Gee,
we wish dealers didn’t sell part of our
line; we wish they would sell all of
it.” What Mike Maggio is now saying
INDEPENDENT DEALER

would appear to be that they’re going
to expand their content to include all
of a manufacturer’s line, not just part
of it. That sounds good; but when the
dealer sells—let’s just pick an item
that requires the customer to order
one each, but that is only sold in
boxes of 10. What is the dealer going
to do? Is the dealer going to have to
buy 10 and then be stuck with nine
when the chances are it won’t sell the
other nine? Or will S.P. Richards say,
“OK, we’ll buy the 10 and we’ll just
sell you the one that you need?” In
which case, S.P. Richards may end
up picking up inventory that is slow
moving, or maybe not moving at all.
That’s a practical issue that it will have
to overcome and I don’t know how it
will do that.
I wouldn’t underestimate Mike
Maggio. He knows his business.
He’s been in the wholesale side of it.
He knows all sides of this business.
He knows the dealers’ strength; he
knows the dealers’ strategy; he knows
what dealers need to succeed in
the marketplace. Mike is about as
well-rounded a CEO to run that thing
as anybody I can think of.
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Jeremy Bourret: CEO, Suburban,
Middletown, Connecticut
Right away, I felt excited by the opportunity
that this move presents. With the proposed
Essendant and S.P Richards merger, there
was no excitement—there was concern.
There was fear, quite frankly, of having one
wholesaler and having one wholesale option.
We started having conversations about
whether we could stock nearly all of the
product that we sell. Are we going to align
more so with ISG? What’s that going to look
like? So when the Essendant/S.P. Richards
merger fell apart, we were pleased.
With S.P. Richards now being run by
Yancey Jones, Mike Maggio, Jack Reagan
and the rest of the executive team, I really
think it’s a great thing for the independent
dealer channel. We now clearly have a
wholesale partner that’s in our corner for
independent dealers and there’s really no
question in my mind that they’re here to do
anything other than support us. I don’t see it
any other way than an amazingly bright future
for independent dealers.
There’s been a lot of talk about redundancy
in the channel. I’m sure Mike understands the
problem and can come up with solutions. I’m
not sure what they’re going to do, but I would
foresee a closer relationship with the buying
group that will increase the benefit and value
of the buying group to independent dealers.
So, I’m excited and reinvigorated. Now that
we have an S.P. Richards which is likely to
continue to closely align further with ISG, I
think this gives us a lot of power and makes
us that much more of a threat. Not that we
weren’t before; but this gives us that much
more power and validity in the marketplace.
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Barry Lane: Vice President – Commercial Sales,
Avery Products Corporation
I spoke to Mike and Yancey the night
the news broke and congratulated
them on the fact that for the first
time in my 37 years in the industry,
they had managed to maintain
confidentiality on a deal like this. It
is like nothing I’ve ever seen. I give
them both a lot of credit.
I’m optimistic. I’m encouraged
for the employees, for the resellers
and for manufacturers who have
brands that need distribution. It’s
Mike and Yancey’s passion and desire to do something different and
bring some significant structural change to the independent dealer world.
I believe there’s going to be a completely new look at how things are
done. For example, as opposed to everyone trying to boil in the same
ocean, I believe there’s a new opportunity for everyone in the supply
chain—manufacturers, S.P Richards and dealers across the country to be
very strong, functional experts.
This will be a positive for us because I have so much respect for Yancey
Jones, Mike Maggio and the S.P. Richards executive leadership team.
Yancey and Mike genuinely understand “a day in the life” of dealers; they
listen, they are engaged, they are collaborative, they are no pushovers—
however, they understand we need to work together more collaboratively.

Beth Wright: Vice President of Sales, Fellowes Brands
I wish them the very best. I have a lot
of respect for both of them—they’re
good people with good intentions
for the independent dealer channel.
Like many at the moment, I am
anxious to see how they will bring
value to industry stakeholders,
especially manufacturers. At this
stage in our industry, it’s important
we think outside of the box and
provide focus in order to help the
channel be more successful. I am
impressed that they were able to get this type of complex deal done
during these uncertain times.
What I am most interested to see is the level of investment and strategy
that S.P. Richards and ISG will collectively make in e-commerce on
behalf of the IDC. There is a clear need to help dealers in the digital
sides of their business. Also, how to unlock data and digital support from
the third-party providers as a part of that process? Then, of course, there
are more questions: do they have the cash to bring those significant
investments to the market quickly? Do they have the know-how and tools
to execute?
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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of leading business operators in their districts.
The event gives us an opportunity to play a role in
shaping business friendly solutions.

Paul Miller, NOPA Director
of Small Business Advocacy
• Attendee Dinner

For registration, hotel, and fly-in information, visit

www.nopanet.org.

NATIONAL OFFICE PRODUCTS ALLIANCE (NOPA)
3601 East Joppa Road, Baltimore, MD 21234 n info@iopfda.org

n

410-931-8100

NOPA News

NOPA’s
Small
Business
Jump-Start
America Act
moving forward
We are now in month five of the
COVID-19 global pandemic and, like
in all businesses, NOPA members
have been hard hit by the closing of
the economy. For the first time in my
career, we have seen Congress rally
around small businesses—first through
the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
loans, which were meant to be a lifeline
to help small businesses through a
stalling of the economy. As we have
seen, this stalling of the economy has
turned into a full depression. Early on,
NOPA began taking the temperature of
members on both sides of the aisle. We
wanted to see what the stomach would
be for continued deficit spending
and continuous PPP-style loans. We
found out very quickly that, although
sympathetic, members of Congress
are concerned about the cost and
misuse of the funds. There is evidence
of this in the large businesses taking
millions from this program. There is also
evidence in the businesses that have
not been impacted by the virus taking
tens of millions. For all these reasons,
NOPA went in another direction.
Short-term forgiven loans were nice;
but if we want to move to a recovery
mode, we need continued access
to capital. NOPA’s Small Business
Jump-Start America Act does just that.
NOPA continues to have positive
conversations with the White House
and members on both sides of the aisle
in Congress. Our approach is seen as
a fiscally responsible plan that will have
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a direct impact on those businesses
we need to immediately move the
economy forward. This includes all
NOPA members. NOPA recently sent a
letter to the White House and Congress
signed by over 300 small businesses in
all 50 states, 22 national organizations
representing over 310,000 companies
and covering just over 8 million jobs.
Congress is now beginning to put
its plans together for the next stimulus
package, which we expect in late
July to mid-August (if Congress sticks
around and doesn’t depart for its
month-long recess). We are hearing
from the Senate that it fully expects to
have this completed by July 31. This
will be a tall order, considering the $3
trillion package passed by the House
in June. If Congress does depart for
its August recess, this issue could get
pushed to September. That seems
like a remote chance, given that
more states are starting to shut down
businesses again.
Highlights of the Small Business
Jump-Start America Act include:
• $500 billion in total loans.
• Each company loan capped at $10
million.
• Businesses would need to have
fewer than 1,500 employees, with
revenues under $40 million.
• Loans would be reserved for
companies involved in:
o Manufacturing
o Critical ground, air and marine
transportation companies,
and non-emergency medical
transportation providers
o Retail
o Healthcare
o Financial services
o Defense industrial base
o Chemical/cleaning products
o Hygiene products
o Energy
o Construction, architecture,
engineering, project
management, surveying
and mapping.
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• Only businesses in operation
in the past seven years with a
proven track record of profit in
the last three years would be
considered.
• No collateral required—loans
would be backed by the federal
government.
• Loan repayment would start after
three years and be repaid in full
within 7.5 years.
• Loan rate would be 2.75 percent.

NOPA is also supporting
ISSA’s Clean Start Act

ISSA—The Worldwide Cleaning
Industry Association has been
working with a coalition of 30 trades,
representing millions of employees
and many millions more customers,
since April to urge Congress to
include a tax credit in the next
federal stimulus package to protect
the safety of workers, customers
and the public. Such a tax credit
should be targeted, temporary,
capped and available to business
entities and non-profits, according
to the coalition.
On May 29, Representatives
Darin LaHood (R-IL) and Stephanie
Murphy (D-FL) introduced the
bipartisan Clean Start: Back to Work
Tax Credit Act in the U.S. House
of Representatives. Since then,
several other bipartisan bills (HR
7222, HR 7216 and S 4178) have
been introduced in both the U.S.
House of Representatives and the
Senate to create such a tax credit.
While these bills differ in structure,
scope and size, they all recognize
the “enormous unexpected costs
of creating and maintaining healthy
spaces for workers and customers
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.”
ISSA submitted congressional
testimony regarding the Clean Start
tax credit to a House Ways and
Means subcommittee—see the
following links for more information.
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• Issa supports bipartisan workplace
safety tax credit introduced in
senate (June 1, 2020)
• Congressional testimony on Clean
Start: Back To Work Tax Credit Act
(June 18, 2020)
• Coalition urges congress to support
Clean Start: Back To Work Tax
Credit Act (July 10, 2020)
Specifically, the coalition is urging
Congress to include the following
recommendations with any
“reopening tax credit” as part of the
next stimulus bill:
Expenses to qualify for the tax
credit should include:
• Cleaning and workplace
safety-related costs, including
staff training; applicable building
certifications; the purchase of
necessary cleaning, sanitation and
disinfection-related products and
equipment; as well as the hiring of
a professional company to perform
cleaning, sanitizing and disinfecting;
• Personal protection equipment; and
• Other expenditures associated
with maintaining a healthy physical
workplace, including those
necessary to comply with federal,
state and local guidelines, as well
as industry best practices.
The structure of the tax credit
should be:
• Neutral in terms of business type;
• Capped at a certain dollar amount
per business entity;
• Based on estimated average
increased costs—at least $25,000
per location, with a cap of no less
than $250,000 per business entity;
• Applicable against qualified
expenses incurred over at least the
next nine months; and
• Eligible for carryover (if general
business credit) to the next year,
where the taxpayer has a tax
liability or refundability (if a payroll
tax credit).
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As we pass the half-year mark and business starts to return to some
form of normal—whatever that may be—how has the IDC been
weathering the COVID-19 storm and what is the outlook for the future?
By Lisa Veeck
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The COVID-19 crisis has affected
pretty much every industry in every
country around the world. Globally,
thousands of businesses have closed
and millions of jobs have been lost.
While it would be foolish to think that
the IDC could survive unscathed, there
is still some hope: many independents
are finding ways to adapt their
businesses as best they can, while a
few are even enjoying unprecedented
growth and increased revenues in at
least some categories. But no one says
it has been easy—even those who
predicted the turmoil.
“We were lucky to be at the forefront
when it came to personal protective
equipment (PPE),” says Dutch Jones,
executive vice president of sales for
The Supply Room in Ashland, Virginia.
“My brother has four children, so he
was watching the virus from the start,
focusing on the school systems, and
basically forecast when it would hit
here and the needs [people would
have], so we were able to pivot our
business early toward PPE.”
Yet obtaining PPE products has been
a herculean challenge.

Supply vs. demand

open orders. As product has been
coming from all over, product codes
have been inconsistent and we’ve had
to figure it out.”
The ongoing shortages also mean
that when product does arrive, it must
be divided up appropriately and fairly
by order timeframe and by need.
“Our salespeople all want to help
their customers,” explains Hughes.
“We do our best to keep things fair
and maintaining an appropriate
communication process is key.”
For Tonya Horn, president and CEO
of Rogards in Champaign, Illinois,
attempting to get product has been
“one of the scariest parts” of the
crisis—but not the only one: “Another
challenge has been making sure
we don’t sign up for a bad deal and
have to pass that inflation on to our
customers. The last thing we needed
was to get accused of price gouging!”
Steven Pawloski, CEO/owner
of Arkansas Office Products in
Jacksonville, Arkansas, has found
some prices so off-putting that he has
had to draw the line. “My customers
know I am fair in everything and I’d
show them my costs if they asked,” he

says. “So, they know I am not gouging;
it’s supply and demand. But gloves we
used to get wholesale and could sell for
$4; now, wholesalers are buying them
from China for $10 and charging $14 to
$18. I can’t turn around and charge my
customers $25, especially for an item
that will only protect them once. When
COVID-19 is over, gloves won’t be $3
or $4 a box; but they won’t be $14 to
$18 either.”
Dave Guernsey, president and CEO
of Guernsey, Inc., Sterling, Virginia,
thinks this improvement in the market
has already begun. “It depends on
the category,” he says. “Securing PPE
and sanitizers was a nightmare, and a
variety of janitorial products were really
difficult to get. But availability is getting
better. Pricing is also down—not to
where it was, but more reasonable
than in the past months, so supply and
demand are beginning to stabilize.”

Thank you jan/san

While securing PPE and other
COVID-19-related products has been
difficult for most dealers, the jan/san
side of the business has also provided
a much-needed revenue stream.

“The supply chain has been crazy;
sourcing product has been the
hardest part,” Jones continues. “Some
suppliers said ‘Oh yes, we’re ready. We
remember SARS in 2002.’ A week later,
product prices were up 400 percent
and by the end of March they were
sold out. We’ve had to figure out how to
find new suppliers and tell customers
gloves are up 175 percent. It’s a tough
pill to swallow. I’d like to say there is
light at the end of the tunnel, but I think
it’s some way off.”
He is far from alone. “Product
availability and allocations have been
cumbersome to manage,” agrees
Betsy Hughes, president of sales and
marketing for FriendsOffice. “One of
our biggest challenges throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic has been the
massive number of back orders and
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“Safety and jan/san have been
exploding categories for us,” says
Guernsey. “We are already 395
percent over our year-to-date goal. By
comparison, we’re at about 43 percent
of our goal for office products and 80
percent in other areas.”
For similar reasons, Jones won’t be
giving up on PPE anytime soon. “The
sale of this amount of PPE surprised
me,” he says. “We had never sold a
mask before, and now masks and other
PPE products are selling like crazy. It’s
still unreal to me, the idea that we are
going to stock masks forever.”
Pawloski is also betting on PPE’s
longevity: “This need is not going
away. I tell my customers to be ready
for a second wave in September/
October. Make sure you have enough
disinfectant, wipes and PPE. I am not
trying to make a sale; I am just being
brutally honest. I know it is not in their
budgets, but I tell them they need to
make it part of their budgets. They need
to buy enough to get through the year
or they will have to shut down and they
don’t want that. I also tell them, ‘I love that

you are loyal, but if I tell you I have no
gloves and won’t have them until August,
and you need to open now, I am OK with
you getting them someplace else.’ I’ve
had a lot of positive feedback on that.”
Pawloski says Arkansas’ $1,000 per
employee, no-payback PPE grant has
helped: “We got $10,000 to purchase
PPE to keep our employees safe.
Hopefully, a lot of our customers got
it, too.”

Never been busier

For Gorilla Stationers, LLC in Long
Beach, California, these months have
been “crazy busy” and downright
lucrative. “We’ve been busier in the
last four months than we have ever
been,” says Rosemary Czopek, Gorilla’s
president. “For eight years, before the
shutdown, we were 100 percent drop
ship; we carried no inventory. Now
we are stocking seven figures’ worth
of inventory. We turned our business
logistics around to be open at all
times, since product is coming from
around the world. We purchased more
warehouse space, bought our own

vehicles and have drivers to pick up and
deliver product at all times of the day.
Our team [18 employees] is working
7:00am-10:00pm, seven days a week.”
How is this kind of growth possible in
the middle of a pandemic shutdown?
Like most others in the IDC, the company
was deemed “essential,” but that is far
from its only advantage. “We’ve been in
the PPE market for years,” Czopek says.
“We have a federal-funded emergency
management contract that includes PPE
and just got another huge contract, so
we had the connections.”
As a direct importer, Czopek
estimates that half of Gorilla Stationers’
business is selling to wholesalers and
other dealers. This two-sided customer
base has created another win for the
company: “Before, we were required
to buy a whole truckload of janitorial
product, and that was a challenge.
Today, we can buy truckloads, as we
can now sell in a day what we sold in a
month. Office products has been a little
different; but we were awarded a new
GSA OS4 award in May 2020, so our
office products side is pretty okay.”

»
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Helping hands

Nearly every dealer interviewed
applied for the government’s Paycheck
Protection Program loan. While
expressing initial uncertainty, they were
pleasantly surprised that the process
seemed to go smoothly—most often,
thanks to good relationships with
their banks. Buying groups were also
commended by most of the dealers for
lending a hand.
“ISG came through with some of the
first leads for product,” says Horn. “The
buying group connection was really
helpful. They worked with existing
suppliers to help extend payment
terms and that was very helpful in
giving us some breathing room.”
Most other dealers likewise
praised ISG for disseminating helpful
information through emails, webinars
and other means.
But when it comes to help from the
supply chain, the verdict was mixed.
“No one knew this was coming, so
they did the best they could and that
is all you can ask for,” Hughes says,
summing up the prevailing sentiment.
Not everyone was so impressed,
however.
“I was surprised the wholesalers
weren’t more helpful,” says Guernsey.
“They didn’t extend payment or cut
prices. We have been around a
long time and are one of the largest
dealers in the country. Brokers and
others trying to get masks out of
China required upfront payment; I get
that—they don’t know us. But here, we
are buying truckloads of hand sanitizer
from a wholesaler we have been
buying from for 20 years or more, and it
wants us to pay 50 percent upfront. We
will do this now—we need the supplies;
but we also will remember this.”
Czopek agrees the traditional
supply chain failed, but sees the
payment situation differently. “The
normal supply chain was unhelpful,”
she says. “Wholesalers didn’t have the
product and they haven’t been able
to get it fast enough in a competitive
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manner... But thinking traditionally
is not always the right way to look at
it. The whole supply chain is asking
for money upfront: 50 percent in all
cases, and overseas it is 100 percent.
That’s the only way we got product.”

Trends with staying power

While no one really knows what “the
new normal” will look like, several
dealers were willing to make some
educated guesses.
“The new normal is being accessible
24/7 and I don’t see why that won’t
continue,” says Czopek. “Now it’s
common to get text messages and
orders from customers and suppliers at
all times, day and night.”
While most agreed the work from home
(WFH) trend is here to stay, there is some
debate over the degree to which it will
continue and its impact on the market.
“Home delivery is and will remain
what the new normal looks like,” Jones
says. “It’s been a pretty big portion
of business for us, as we have higher
education and larger commercial
accounts that can continue to WFH.
I don’t think everyone will—some
will want to come back for the
camaraderie; but WFH rotation will
continue, and businesses with a
10,000-foot office spaces will realize
they can operate in 5,000 square feet
INDEPENDENT DEALER

and downsize. This will especially hit
the commercial furniture market.”
Yet Guernsey is not so sure. “At one
point, I thought it would be 30 percent
that would continue to WFH and we
started building a model around
this. But then I read reports from
Cushman & Wakefield, JLL and others,
which all predict far less. One said 5
percent and one 10 percent, because
employers consider the social and
collaborative aspects to be important
to their businesses. I think a lot of
employees will have two days WFH and
three days in the office—depending on
the position, of course.”
When one door closes, another opens,
claims the old adage; but right now, the
real opportunity comes in the form of
actual doors rather than metaphorical
ones—as well as walls, screens and
other space-dividing equipment, as
most dealers agree the trend for office
separation is here to stay.
“Office collaboration got hit by a
jackhammer,” says Jones. “I don’t think
the open office space concept will ever
come back. The virus changed all that.
When workplace floorplans pivot from
open space, they will need plexiglass,
panels and dividers.”
Another trend dealers agree will
continue is the increased emphasis on
health and safety.
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“The preoccupation with health may
fade over time, but it will take more than a
few years,” predicts Guernsey. “Our staff
insisted on having hand sanitizer, areas
close by for handwashing and have
requested things things like individually
wrapped flatware versus having to reach
into a dispenser and pull out a spoon,
as they are much more conscious about
hygiene. We are presently working to
source the flatware.”

Silver linings

While no one would have chosen—or
even imagined—the shutdown caused
by COVID-19, many dealers are
making the best of it.
“Our creative sourcing has actually
earned us new business or brought
back former customers,” says Hughes.
“We were able to ship them PPE and
we received a resounding response of,
‘We appreciate your help so much!’”
Pawlowski discovered a similar
benefit—one he thinks other dealers
should take advantage of, too.
“Normally, you have to go in with a
lower price to get in the door, but now
a higher price does not matter,” he
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says. “Today, it’s all about supply: if
you have the supply, they will buy from
you. Reach out. Say, ‘I have this item in
stock. Here is the price. It will fly off the
shelves by Friday, so buy it now if you
want it.’”
Horn took advantage of the business
lull to review processes: “We lost two
salespeople and one delivery driver
just prior to the shutdown. But we have
now filled all of those positions. We
reorganized our sales team, so we
have a new sales leader and support
structure. And we had just installed
new software, so it was good timing to
test it and get rid of any bugs.”
Another plus for many dealers was
discovering new manufacturers and
product lines.
“A variety of janitorial products are
really difficult to get,” says Guernsey.
“But we found secondary brands that
have the same efficacy levels and are
just as good.”
Pawloski agreed: “We love our
wholesalers, but when they say they
only have two disinfectants—Lysol
and Clorox—and can’t get them to us,
it’s our job to find manufacturers that
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can. Any dealer relying on just normal
wholesalers now is probably not going
to make it.”

Challenging times

While supply chain and other
more immediate problems may
be improving, the next few months
promise to be tough for most dealers
and the IDC overall.
“The hardest challenge is the
day-to-day uncertainty,” says Guernsey.
“We have no clue how long this will go
on. Will there be a second wave? A
vaccine? The CDC and FDA guidelines
keep changing. We have a good idea
of how to protect our customers and
staff, and I have confidence consumers
will return to a somewhat normal
workspace. But we can’t know exactly
what they will expect when they get
there, and that has a profound effect on
how we do business.”
Jones agrees: “Anticipation of what
the ‘new normal’ will look like is the
biggest challenge. It will be interesting
to see how customers’ needs are going
to change and it will be a challenge for
dealers to be ready.”
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The elephant in the room

For nearly all in the IDC, cash flow is
another major concern.
“For us, it’s about trying to regain
a solid financial footing and feeling
good enough about our cash flow
to invest in the future,” Horn says.
“Sales noticeably picked up the last
two weeks—we’re definitely off the
bottom. But you want to feel secure the
rebound is really happening. It’s been
bad news for so long, we want to start
seeing good news. But it’s been so
long since we’ve seen it.”
Pawloski believes the future holds
cash-flow problems for both sellers
and buyers, which could end up as a
double whammy for dealers. “No one
is talking about it; but if you had fewer
sales the month before, there’s not
going to be enough money to pay for
the supplies needed when everyone
comes back to work,” he says. “We
are lucky we own our building, so we
worked with our bank and refinanced to
make sure we had enough to buy PPE
and other product. But dealers that
don’t own their building can’t do that.”
Czopek also sees cash flow as
integral to securing inventory: “One
of the biggest challenges for the IDC
will be stock availability and market
fluctuations. In PPE, there are no terms
out; it is cash upfront, and dealers that

don’t have the capital are not going
to be able to play in the market in a
meaningful way.”
“It really depends on the balance
sheet on how long a dealer can carry
the business,” suggests Guernsey.
“Some will close their doors; some will
sell; and others will remake themselves
into a different business. Those that had
furloughs or layoffs will lose talent. All
this will have profound implications, and
some have argued that up to 25 percent
of the IDC won’t be able to stay open.
I tend to have more confidence in the
resilience of independent dealers.”
Jones agrees some dealers
may close, but his confidence in
the rosy future of the IDC overall is
unshakeable. “There are going to
be some in the IDC that won’t make
it. It will be too tough financially,” he
predicts. “But the ones that do—and
there will be a lot of them—are going
to come out on the other side and find
more opportunity. There will be more
loyalty from customers they treated
right, who will remember and come
back. There will be more customers
looking to support local business. It’s
really difficult now, but keep fighting.
I am really optimistic that the IDC will
come back stronger; and at the end of
the day, the independent dealers that
make it through will find a pot of gold.”

Advice from the trenches
“Be sure to have enough sources
and develop relationships so you can
get product fast”— Czopek.
“Communicate. We are constantly
showing what we are doing to keep
our drivers and customers safe. Our
customers see our drivers are safe; we
use our website to show what we are
doing to build confidence”—Guernsey
“Look for more diversity and more
innovative products. You cannot rely
on selling just office products. You
cannot”—Hughes
“Air purifiers. Fellowes has a
strong line that we hardly sold any
of pre-pandemic. Now they are
backordered a month or two. Also,
plexiglass cleaner will be needed.
You can’t clean plexiglass with most
of the cleaners out there.
And residential furniture spiked
during the shutdown and will continue
to sell more”—Jones
“Getting in the door is not about
price; it’s about stock. So supply your
loyal customers, but buy enough for
new ones, too”— Pawloski
“They are not to the level of jan/
san sales, but we are selling more
desks than I would have thought. The
mid-priced ones with the stand and
sit option are taking off”—Guernsey
“Your customers are getting
bombarded by messages about PPE,
cleaning, reopening offices… They
need you to help them cut through the
clutter and provide simple, actionable
solutions”—Horn
“Keep fighting. The biggest win is
the opportunity this presents, as once
we get through it, our customers
are going to come back and business
will be strong”—Jones
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INDEPENDENT DEALER
COVID-19 SURVEY
In the April issue of INDEPENDENT DEALER, after several requests from inside
the IDC, we conducted and published the results of a survey in an attempt to get a
snapshot of the channel’s initial response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
As mentioned at the time, the nature of a monthly publication, combined with the
constantly evolving nature of the threat posed by the virus, means that snapshots
are all that can be captured right now (particularly as we have been forced to
publish every other month).
The idea arose, therefore, to run a regular series of surveys and features to see
how attitudes and actions are changing and adapting to the ongoing situation. This
month sees the first of these updates. We tried to keep the survey questions as
similar as possible, in order to provide some sort of continuity; although at times it
seemed sensible to add additional options and questions into the mix—particularly
with reference to the government relief programs that have been put in place.
As before, it is important to recognize the limitations of a study of this kind in a
publication such as INDEPENDENT DEALER; but we feel it is also important to
keep a finger on the pulse of the IDC and believe it will be useful to track the impact
of the survey going forward.
Before we get into the details of the responses, we’d like to thank all those
dealers who took the time to complete the survey during what is already a stressful
period. If any readers have questions or comments about any aspect of the survey,
or suggestions for topics that should be covered if we
run another one, please do email
rowan@idealercentral.com.
17.1%
Respondents once again came from
all over the United States and Canada.
35.7%
Wholesaler allegiance was again relatively
level, although skewed slightly differently
from the previous survey, with first call
Figure 1
What is the size of your dealership?
n
n
n
n
n
n

Less than $3 million in annual sales
$3-5 million in annual sales
$5-10 million in annual sales
$10-20 million in annual sales
$20-50 million in annual sales
More than $50 million in annual sales
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14.3%

12.9%

4.3%
15.7%
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Once again, it was good to
learn that over 98 percent of
respondents have managed
to keep their businesses open
throughout the pandemic so
far. Around one-fifth of those
reported that they have changed
their hours. Those changes
ranged from closing entirely one
day a week to opening only for
half-days some days or every
day, and reducing delivery hours
and days. Certain dealerships
have been able to return to
normal hours; while some were
more severely affected than
others by staffing changes.
HOW HAVE YOU CHANGED
YOUR HOURS?

“Worked 7:00am-1:30pm first
month. Then 7:00am-3:00pm.
Now on regular hours.”
“We limited hours with
retail and ran four weeks
of curb-side pickup. Our
commercial operation did not
shut down.”
“We operated shorter days—
varying according to local
issues.”
“All of our staff self-terminated
on March 20 and we had to
hire all new staff. We have
been gradually increasing
hours as business increases
and staff are hired.”
In addition to reducing hours, 9.9
percent of respondents also closed
at least one of their locations or
offices. This was in some cases
due to mandatory shutdowns;
while others took the opportunity
to deep-clean their facilities or
accelerate the closure of locations
that were scheduled to shut.
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WHAT CAUSED YOUR
LOCATION CLOSURES?

“The pandemic accelerated
our plan to wind down a
couple of locations that
were already in the process
of being closed.”
“We closed our Atlanta
facility for two weeks and
did a deep-clean.”
“The government closed
the office to protect
employees.”
While most businesses still
have at least some of their staff
working from home, there is
evidence that staff have started
to return to work (see Figure 2).
The most common departments
working from home remain sales,
admin, accounting and design.
Figure 2
What proportion of your
workforce is working from
home?

28.2%

39.4%

16.9%
8.5%
n 0%
n 1-25%
n 26-50%

7%
n 51-75%
n 76-100%

The two surveys also suggest that there has been little change in the number of
dealerships that needed to furlough staff—with 71.4 percent yet to take that step
(73 percent previously)—or lay off staff, with just 20.3 percent of respondents
having to let people go (up from 19.2).
Sales have, of course, suffered as a result of the pandemic, as you could well imagine;
but there is some good news on the whole, as it seems there has been a slight recovery
for some. In the original survey, well over half of the dealers
surveyed (59.1 percent) reported a severe decline in
sales, but that has dropped to just over 40 percent.
The number of respondents reporting a slight
decline has risen from 28.9 percent to 31 percent
31%
(see Figure. 3). Encouragingly, perhaps, the
proportion of dealers reporting an increase in
40.8%
sales has risen from 10.7 percent to 24 percent,
with just under two-thirds of them claiming a
large increase—this despite the fact that over
4.2%
80 percent of dealerships are finding jan/san
products hard to come by (see Figure 4).
Figure 3
How has your business been
affected by the current situation?

n Severe decrease in sales
n Slight decrease in sales

8.5%

n No change
n Slight increase in sales

n Large increase in sales

The increase in the number of dealerships (76.6 percent in the original survey) that
have taken on home deliveries—whether to service regular customers who are now
working from home or to try to capture new accounts—has increased to 88.4 percent.
Not only that, but the vast majority of those say they will continue to offer the service
going forward. There are some who have not had a huge uptake on the offer, but that
situation may change as their customers’ business models evolve.
One of the new topics in this survey concerned the
uptake of financial assistance from the government.
Over 90 percent of respondents have claimed
either one or both of the main forms of help
through the Small Business Administration
(SBA): the Paycheck Protection Program
68.7%
(PPP) and the Economic Injury Disaster Loan
(EIDL) (see Figure 5). That said, the PPP saw
much more uptake than the EIDL, with just
over 75 percent saying it provided them with
a much-needed lifeline during the pandemic.
However, not everyone found the application process
smooth sailing or the overall package sufficient.

Figure 4
Supply Chain
Not at all
Initially moderately,
Disruption?		but no longer
Office supplies
12 (18.2%)
16 (24.2%)
Jan/san
6 (9.2%)
2 (3.1%)
Furniture
22 (31.9%)
12 (17.4%)
Other
12 (40%)
2 (6.7%)
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15.5%

Initially significantly,
but no longer
3 (4.5%)
4 (6.2%)
10 (14.5%)
2 (6.7%)

Still moderately

Still significantly

29 (43.9%)
19 (29.2%)
20 (29%)
11 (36.7%)

6 (9.1%)
34 (52.3%)
5 (7.2%)
3 (10%)
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20.9%

9%

1.5%

Figure 5
PPP/EIDL?
n
n
n
n

Yes, both
Yes, just PPP
Yes, just EIDL
No
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WHAT WERE THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES WITH THE PPP AND EIDL?

“Filling out the paperwork, so far. They don’t have all the paperwork
ready for the loan forgiveness part yet, but I figure that will also be a
challenge. But I kept every scrap of paperwork!”

WHAT OTHER RELIEF
MEASURES WOULD YOU
LIKE TO SEE?

“The biggest challenge is that it was only for eight weeks. The
pandemic will last longer and business will remain closed or partially
closed.”

“More PPP and another
cash payment to individuals.
A permanent minimum
monthly government should
be instituted.”

“We were the squeaky wheel with the bank, because we did not come
close to getting funded in the first round. We connected on the second
round.”

“Payroll tax relief—stop
the $600 unemployment
bonuses.”

“Sales commissions were down significantly, but there has not been a
plan communicated as to any help with PPP money.”

“A second round of PPP,
but for small business—not
the 500-employee
businesses and those not
affected.”

“Understanding the parameters, as it seemed Congress was making
changes even as the loan was already approved and distributed.”
“We’ve never heard anything back regarding the EIDL—impossible to
get information regarding status.”
“Both were very easy to get, as long as you followed the guidelines;
we’re working now on the application to get the PPP as a grant. The
EIDL is funded, but we’ve heard nothing more in nearly 60 days.”
“We received ours early. The PPP helped initially, but we are looking at
cutting back hours so some employees can file for partial employment
insurance.”
Our respondents also seemed clear that more financial assistance is needed,
with many calling for another round of PPP; others suggested the best option
would be NOPA’s Small Business Jump-Start America Act (see page 30 for
more details).

“Eliminate payroll tax
for the year. Allow
manufacturers to provide
all products through dealer
channels.”
“Enforce government
purchasing from small
businesses.”
“Small business relief
package that was proposed
by IOPFDA/NOPA or
similar.”
“I would like another round
of the PPP and EIDL; and
if under $2 million, the
first loan should be easily
forgiven.”
When asked about the biggest
challenges facing their
business, common answers
remained cash flow, making
payroll, sourcing certain
products (particularly jan/san)
and loss of sales. Continuing
uncertainty over the future
and the ability to interact
with customers also featured
heavily among responses.
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Survey CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40
WHAT HAS BEEN THE BIGGEST
CHALLENGE POSED TO YOUR
DEALERSHIP BY THE CURRENT
SITUATION?

“Product sourcing and developing
new sales opportunities
without being able to conduct
face-to-face customer meetings.”
“Waiting for the customers who
were closed or working from
home to get back to work and
start the buying cycle again. Also,
balancing accounts receivable
(A/R) and accounts payable
(A/P). People are paying, but
A/R is bigger than it has been in
years, due to increased business;
and A/P has been accelerated
as non-standard sources prefer
quick or immediate payment.”
“What is the future going to look
like? How soon will people start
ordering office/janitorial supplies
again and will they pay in a
timely fashion? What does the
purchasing process look like in
the future?”
“Trying to call on customers;
in-person meetings; relationship
building with customers.”
“We need our customers to be
allowed to reopen fully and we
need employees to return to the
office. To the extent that large
numbers of employees stay
home for an extended time, that
will put pressure on our ability to
rebound.”
“Staying on top of product
availability and moving inventory
before the products become
commonly available again.”
“Staying in business. If things
don’t pick up, we will not make it.”
JULY/AUGUST 2020

“The obvious answer would
be what level of business the
future holds. Will supplies
business return to pre-COVID
levels? Will transactional office
furniture business return from
almost non-existent? How will
office furniture ‘project’ business
be affected and will decision
makers continue to invest in
their businesses, as regards
design/remodel, expansion and
relocation?”
“Because most of our customers
were working from home, they
have found it is easier to shop
online and they don’t care about
the service that we give. This has
always been the case, but even
more so now. I believe loyalty
has declined even more. We
have to work harder and come
up with new ways to win over
customers.”
“Understanding what our
traditional, residual business will
look like post-pandemic.”
“Not having a clue what will
happen next week. It’s such a
fluid situation that I’ve stopped
INDEPENDENT DEALER

trying to predict what will occur
going forward.”
“Moving forward will be difficult,
because the IDC doesn’t control
the direction. Business is still off
by 20 percent and customers
won’t be back at 100 percent
until some degree of normalcy
and predictability is restored. So
as I see it, the biggest challenge
is determining how society,
as a whole, will deal with the
COVID-19 virus.”
Once again, the question “What
good has come from this for you
or your team?” caused some
division. Some dealers—perhaps
understandably—could see no
positives, and it is hard to argue that
the future is anything but worrying
for large swaths of business
in general: the crisis will have
long-lasting ramifications for the
economy as a whole. But as we said
back in April, there are some dealers
out there who—to their credit—have
managed to find a silver lining to the
cloud that has engulfed us all; one
suspects that such good spirits will
work to their advantage as we move
forward.
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WHAT GOOD HAS COME FROM THIS
FOR YOU OR YOUR TEAM?

“We are getting better each
day with Zoom meetings and
our customers are liking them
too. We suggest 15 minutes of
nothing-but-value talk; not 30
minutes of ‘How are you doing?’”
“This pandemic has forced us to
make hard decisions and run lean.
We are in a position to be stronger
and more profitable as soon as the
volume returns.”
“Forced expansion of
technological capabilities
and embracing our ‘manage
to outcomes’ approach to
leadership.”
“We have learned how to make
use of ‘dead’ time—deep cleaning,
doing inventory, cleaning our
computers. We’ve also been more
responsive to our customers’
wishes—something that everyone
needs a refresher course in!”
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“I have a much better
understanding of our cash-flow
and expense structure than I
previously did. The slow time
was a blessing to finish some
large projects internally. If we
can start to see sales rebound,
we will have used the safety
net of the PPP and (hopefully)
EIDL to our advantage, to help
cover the hole we dug and be
ready to climb back to even
ground.”

“Being an essential has
allowed us to donate to our
police and fire departments
and stay in front of our
customers more. We have also
picked up a few new accounts
that didn’t know we sold jan/
san items.”

“We have gained a number of
new customers that found out
about us searching for jan/san
items that they had to have
and we could provide.”

“Good group bonding!”

“Customers are very loyal!”
“Increased adoption of
technology; ability to work from
home; better communication
with customers (more
channels for customer
communication); quickly
adapting to change.”

INDEPENDENT DEALER

“We are now opening a
medical supply company
because of the opportunity
from the current crisis.”

“The opportunity to once again
meet adversity head on and
stay alive, in spite of it. SBA
loans were life savers!”
“It has opened our eyes to the
weakness of our supply chain
and how vulnerable we all are
to these types of problems.
“We have more camaraderie.
We implemented corporate
happy hours! Cheers!”
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Join us on September 3 for:
l
l

Office Products Women in
Leadership is hosting a virtual
Kentucky Derby ‘Thurby’ Happy
Hour on September 3, at 7pm
(EDT). Thurby is a traditional
celebration held on the Thursday
prior to the Kentucky Derby so
the perfect day for us to choose!
As we can’t attend the real Derby
this year, we hope to support City
of Hope by doing the next best
thing and celebrating online. HP is
generously matching the funding
up to $20,000 so please join us and
help to support the outstanding work
of City of Hope and the Reinvent
Hope campaign honoring Stephanie
Dismore, SVP and Managing Director,
HP North America.
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l
l
l

l
l

Virtual horse racing game – with prizes
Mint Julep lesson from a Kentucky mixologist
An opportunity to wear your best racing hat
A brief history of the Derby
A chance to network with friends and
colleagues
Open to everyone – not just the ladies!
Only $100 to attend – with matching
funding from HP

Save the date!
Sponsorship opportunities available.
Contact Janet.bell@opi.net
for more details.
More information at
www.opwil.com/education
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Supply Side

ADVICE
FROM
HIGHLANDS

If you are a successful manufacturer
representative firm offering hundreds
of products, you have to keep up on
industry trends.
So, when a top executive from
leading industry rep firm Highlands
says, “We’ve never seen anything like it
and we see it continuing,” if you are an
independent dealer looking to stay in
business, you should take heed.

The voice of experience

Highlands began life in 1962 in Atlanta
as a regional rep group, mainly
selling office products to dealers in
the Southeast. Today, the company
provides sales, marketing and
e-commerce solutions across multiple
sales channels throughout the United
States, Canada and Europe. As the
company has expanded to its current
estimated 75 employees, so too has its
JULY/AUGUST 2020

product offering. While office products
remain a focus, the company now reps
lines in workplace and home furniture,
business machines and cleaning
supplies to breakroom products,
electrical equipment and much more.

Trends to sell by

It will come as no surprise in the
current climate that the trend that Mike
Douglas, Highlands’ vice president of
field sales, “has never seen anything
like” and is certain is more than a
passing fad is the explosion of sales of
personal protective equipment (PPE)—
such as face masks and gloves—and
hand sanitizers, disinfectants, wipes
and other cleaning products resulting
from the COVID-19 pandemic. It is a
demand that has left many dealers
reeling. “It’s gotten better in the last
few weeks,” reports Douglas. “But the
INDEPENDENT DEALER

supply chain is still struggling, looking
for alternatives to get product, and the
IDC is still checking stock on an hourly
basis.”
Douglas says the manufacturers—
especially the household names that
are in highest demand—are also still
struggling: “Clorox, Dial, Purell, Lysol
and other big brands are trying to keep
up with demand. Many are making
changes, such as narrowing their
product offering and eliminating variety.
Lysol, for example, has reduced its
offering to only two scents and the
top-selling size of wipes.”
The good news for many in the IDC is
that selling these products is not new,
just accelerated by the pandemic, and
Douglas believes the trend will outlive
current shortages.
“Virtually all independent
dealers carry jan/san; it’s been the
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fastest-growing segment for the
IDC in the past few years,” he says.
“There will be an end to these supply
chain issues. But these new cleaning
habits and the focus on sanitation,
handwashing and better hygiene are
here to stay. It’s like after 9/11, how
walking through a metal detector when
you go to sporting events now feels
normal. Taking extra steps in cleaning
will be transformational; it will be the
new norm.”
Douglas shares another insight
that might help independent dealers
plan their buys: “One thing is clear:
customers have more trust in the brand
names they know and grew up with.
Brands like Lysol are signing huge
contracts. This is good for us, as a rep
firm, of course. But the major message
is the boost in sales of well-known
brands in general. Demand is quite
high now, and I see this continuing.
Because these brands will be selling
more, they will have more available.”
Douglas also sees the work from
home (WFH) movement ignited by
the shutdown continuing, again to the

benefit of dealers that embrace it.
“Everyone, including the IDC, will
have to adjust to the WFH trend,”
he says. “Business expenditures
may go down, but the WFH space
presents a possible opportunity; both
it and e-commerce are big growth
opportunities. The challenge for the
IDC is how to compete with the likes
of Amazon. The IDC will need to get
creative, to supply unique solutions
and even adopt the ‘If you can’t beat
them, join them’ mentality. Some have
figured this out and have had great
success being third-party sellers within
Amazon, for example. But the IDC also
has a unique ability through its outside
sales to touch consumers and build
relationships, and to be that outside
resource for their customers that the
Amazons of the world can’t. “

Here to help

Besides the uncertainty plaguing
most companies, the aftermath of the
shutdown poses unique and significant
challenges for the IDC, suggests
Douglas: “Product purchasing
Mike
Douglas

will be narrower and, despite the
Paycheck Protection Program, there
are independent dealers who may
not make it. There’s been so much
consolidation already and this will most
likely accelerate it.”
But according to Douglas,
Highlands is ready to help: “Our sales
organization covers the whole country
and we have offices in Canada and
the UK. Our territory and regional
salespeople work closely with the IDC.
We offer product training; we keep
them up to date on product innovations
and solutions, and help drive product
through to the end user.”
One way it does this is through Aviso,
Highlands’ B2B marketing arm which,
along with its e-commerce division,
was started a few years ago to enable
the rep firm to become a full-service
solution provider. Just a few weeks into
the shutdown, Avisa created a WFH
email, showcasing a different product
solution each week for the IDC to
forward, to help sell to their customers.
Similarly, as online ordering takes off
in the WFH marketplace, Douglas says
Highlands is ready to help dealers
make software and other e-commerce
decisions to stay connected to both
suppliers and customers.

One, two, three…

Looking down the road, what final
advice does Douglas have for the IDC
to succeed? “I think this should already
be clear, but first, they should focus on
cleaning and breakroom supplies, as
there are still a lot of dealers that are
not into it the way they need to be,” he
says. “Second, they need to diversify
their product offerings and the way
they think about their businesses. The
narrowness of the past—being an
office product dealer only—is over.
In fact, many in the industry have
been saying they are in the ‘business
products industry’ for a while, and that
is what you have to be. Third, be that
valuable resource for your customers
that they need.”
JULY/AUGUST 2020
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Alicia Raeburn

A STRONG DIGITAL
PRESENCE IS NOW
A NECESSITY
Alicia Raeburn

There was no way for businesses
to predict the global pandemic.
COVID-19 came into the world as a
force, disrupting everything we’ve
ever known about operating a
business. Now that it’s been here for
a few months and we are in the early
stages of learning to live in the midst of
a pandemic, there are steps you can
take to fortify your business against a
more uncertain future.
Many industries have been working
toward online business models in
recent decades, ramping up digital
marketing budgets and building a
space for themselves on the Web. It
has been a fast but strategic shift into
e-commerce.
Once COVID-19 hit, a strong
digital platform became more than
just desirable—it became essential.
By prioritizing the following five
items, your business can become
a strong digital player in the COVID
marketplace.
JULY/AUGUST 2020

A streamlined
e-commerce site

Seemingly overnight,
bricks-and-mortar businesses went
from being essential to a luxury. In the
weeks and months that followed the
lockdown, businesses scrambled to
adjust. If you already had a thriving
e-commerce site, you were one step
ahead.
If you didn’t have one before, that’s
okay—but you need to build one
now. With the future of face-to-face
business still so uncertain and
changing every day, ensuring you
have a solid e-commerce website
and marketing strategy is essential to
maintaining your business.

A strong social media
presence

It is often said that the most powerful
form of marketing is word of mouth.
Social media marketing is essentially
word-of-mouth marketing online.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

There are many reasons to invest in a
strong social presence, but this one
alone speaks volumes.
Social media platforms are an
advertisement for your business; a direct
line to customers; a megaphone for your
brand; and a sales platform on their
own. So much so that over one-quarter
of internet users discover new products
and services on social media.
Who you are on social media matters.
It’s not enough just to exist, create
accounts and leave them. You need
to nurture and feed them constantly,
to build a platform where people trust
you. If you come across as too sales-y
or post too infrequently, you will lose
your audience. Without an audience,
social media won’t do much for you.
Engage with your customers;
post relevant materials; nurture that
human-to-human connection; and let
your social media channels become
another way to boost your business
and brand awareness.
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Relevant products and
services

Stay relevant to your customers
by featuring timely and relevant
products—for example,
COVID-19-related health
and safety products that are
essential to workplaces. There is
a plethora of manufacturer and
wholesaler-supported marketing
materials; you can repurpose them
or go the extra mile and create
your own. From hand sanitizer
and PPE to barriers, dividers and
new workstations—provide what
businesses need most right now.
Once those products are up on your
website, promote them everywhere.
Put them on a banner at the top of your
page; add a specific dropdown to your
navigation bar; create a series of social
media posts and email blasts to keep
the message in front of customers and
prospects alike. People are looking
for these items—be the resource that
supplies them.

H2: A search
engine-optimized website

Let’s say you’ve made a huge jump
into fortifying your business’s online
presence. You invest in a beautiful
website, line up your products and
services in an accessible way, and
post beautiful pictures of them on
Instagram with all the right hashtags.
You excitedly launch, and then…
crickets.
Search engine optimization (SEO)
is a crucial component in making
your online business a success. It’s
complex and layered; but essentially, a
well-implemented SEO strategy means
that when people search for a product
online, your site will be on the first page
of results.
SEO is an often-overlooked
component and may be why your site
is not experiencing the uptick in sales
that you expected. Most people never
get past the first page on Google.
Appear earlier in search results (the
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higher up the page, the better) and you
will see an increase in visitors, sales
and leads.

H2: An amazing user
experience

You’ve taken all of the steps to get
customers and clients onto your site—
now you have to make sure they buy.
Converting a website visitor to
a paying customer involves many
moving parts, but that doesn’t mean
it has to be complicated. Fine-tuning
your website to make it user friendly is
one of the easiest things you can do to
ensure that visitors convert.
Whenever users end up on your site,
you want to be sure to keep them there.
To begin, make sure your page load
speed time is two to three seconds
or less. In today’s content and
media-saturated world, you simply
have too much competition to risk a
higher site load time. It won’t matter
what else you have done; if people
have to wait too long, they will be gone
before you even have a chance to
prove yourself as a business.
Next, think about the actual
experience of using your site. Is it easy
to navigate? Can you find information
or products easily? Do you have a
clearly defined “About” section that
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explains who you are? Customers will
not fight to purchase something from
you. It’s up to you to make it as easy as
possible for them to do so.
Lastly, your site has to be
mobile-friendly. This means more than
just loading nicely on a phone: it must
be just as easy to navigate the site,
submit a form and make a purchase on
a mobile device as it is on a desktop.
By 2021, mobile e-commerce sales
are expected to make up over half of
the market’s total sales. If you don’t
set yourself up for mobile sales, you
could lose out on 50 percent of your
potential profits in the coming years.
Make no mistake, this holds true for
lead-generation websites as well.
As businesses struggle to maneuver
through a COVID-19 world, stay
focused, flexible and competitive.
If you build yourself an interactive,
user-friendly, well-established and
consistent digital presence, you will
be in a better position to survive and
maybe even grow your business
through this pandemic.
Alicia Raeburn is a content marketing
strategist at Fortune Web Marketing.
To find out more visit:
www.fortunewebmarketing.com
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WHO
NEEDS
REPS
ANYWAY?
By Tom Buxton

If you were to ask that question of
Staples or Office Depot, I think the
answer would be, “We don’t—at least,
not very many, and they had better be
cheap.” Our channel competitors are
processing another round of layoffs
that includes many reps and various
levels of sales management in an effort
to cut overheads and become more
like their biggest rival, Amazon.
So, what should independent dealers
do about their higher-cost employees
to survive in the midst of a serious
economic downturn and a major
pandemic? This is a question I fielded
numerous times in the past month after
INDEPENDENT DEALER was kind
enough to print my last column, titled
“What do we do next?” I was grateful
that so many read my opinions about
the current situation with interest, but a
bit embarrassed that I had obviously not
covered the vital subject of generating
sales in enough depth. In my defense,
any good publication wants writers to
err on the side of brevity, rather than
sending readers to sleep with overly
long diatribes. Consequently, my
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opinions about the value of salespeople
are included this month.
Whenever Staples or Office Depot
does something, I try to evaluate
their reasons and rationale, if
possible. Generally, but not always, I
recommend that independents do the
opposite. To illustrate this point, I would
like to provide an example of a recent
time when independents focused on
implementing a sales model based on
a strategy from “the boxes” that cost
our dealers lots of money and failed
to gain them much, except financial
losses and increased staff turnover.
There was a time when the hottest
ticket at wholesaler or buying group
conferences was to hear the secrets of
a former “box” salesperson or manager
who could tell you how to imitate them.
Many tried to copy the big guys; but the
approach didn’t fit most independents’
value systems or their stated mission.
They also had a very hard time finding
reps who could make 30 cold calls
a day, set up eight appointments a
week and close six to eight accounts
that spent over $1,000 a month, every
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month. The reps would either revolt, lie
about their progress or just leave.
Over time, those training sessions
dwindled, because for the most
part independents discovered
that high-pressure, price-focused
enticements didn’t work for them.
Ultimately, the independent dealer
culture—which depends to a great
extent on the Golden Rule—doesn’t
work when the plan is to win prospects
by enticing them with super-low
pricing. That pricing will be raised
almost immediately by a representative
who needs to be something of a
sociopath to succeed in the first place.
So, as I consider that, over the past
few weeks, Staples has fired hundreds
of reps and Office Depot has followed
suit, it makes me question whether
independents should look at these
events as a revelation or an opportunity
to differentiate themselves. History can
and does repeat itself; consequently,
there are many independent dealers
who wonder if they should just give up
on reps, because many of them are
nothing but “route runners.”
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We must face the fact that most
dealers have a number of reps who
haven’t opened a new account in
years and have become completely
paralyzed by what has happened
to the business during the ongoing
pandemic. I would fire those
underperforming reps as soon as
possible; but almost every dealer has a
few reps who are somewhere between
good and awesome. Keep those reps
and incentivize them to grow by giving
them a few accounts vacated by the
reps who will be fired, and do whatever
you can to make their sales lives easier.
That includes assigning a
customer service person or the
whole department to connect with
their accounts on a regular basis;
taking care of time-consuming issues
like finding pen refills for them; and
generally supporting them however
possible. Provide a short-term bonus
commission for any new accounts they
bring on and make it a goal to move
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your best reps to commission only,
rather than a salary bonus plan.
The best reps are motivated by
“eating what they kill” and those who
are horrified about losing their salary
probably don’t belong in your sales
organization at this time. Don’t repeat
history by imitating our competitors,
which are struggling to maintain bigger
sales numbers than any independents
will ever even try to obtain. They are
beholden to their shareholders and
private equity groups, so investing in
growth is currently out of the question.
They must make a profit for the next
quarter and that weakness on their part
is where reps can prove most valuable
for your company.
And the great news is that if you
reward your best reps and get rid of
the rest, the remaining reps will be
more motivated by the money they
take home and the company can
add more to the bottom line from their
expertise. In the crazy world we live
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in, assuming that you have a good
or great marketing program (this is a
very important caveat to evaluate) and
inside support, every independent
rep should be able to sell between $2
million and $5 million per year. Staples
and Office Depot reps are almost all
gone, and Amazon never had any. Has
there ever been a better opportunity for
a smart dealership to grow quickly and
profitably? Not in my 32 years in this
business. It is happening right now with
the best dealers—should yours be one
of them?
In addition to serving as national sales
manager for AOPD, Tom Buxton,
founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with
independent office products dealers
to help increase sales and profitability.
Tom is also the author of a book on
effective business development, Dating
the Gatekeeper. For more information,
visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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WHEN IT COMES
TO SERVICE, DON’T
PUT ON THE RITZ:
SEVEN WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR
CUSTOMERS’ EXPERIENCE
By Troy Harrison

In my experience, most customer
service training is about “conflict
resolution,” when in fact it should be
about “conflict avoidance.” Many
customer service issues—and the
attendant conflicts—don’t have
to happen in the first place. I was
reminded of this recently when I
decided to have a snack.
I love Ritz crackers. At least, I used
to. For the past few years, I’ve noticed
that far too many Ritz crackers have
turned into crumbs as soon as you
open the package. I threw away a
new box yesterday because I opened
all four sleeves and it was impossible
to remove an intact cracker from the
package. Although I’ve seen this a lot,
I decided to do a little investigating.
My research quickly revealed that
thousands of other people had posted
about the same thing.
On the Ritz Facebook page, there
is a thread that is six years and more
than 1,000 comments old, of people
reporting the same issue. Here’s the
funny part. Someone at Ritz has taken
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the time to respond to every post. In
each case they said (paraphrasing—
not all responses were identical in
words, but they were in sentiment):
“We’re sorry this happened to you.
Please send us a private message
with the batch number and the store
where you bought the crackers so we
can investigate.” Thousands of times,
thousands of comments, this was the
response—essentially, pretending that
it’s an isolated problem with just a few
affected boxes, when in reality this is
pretty much a systemic problem.
What’s happening is that someone
at RJR Nabisco has decided that
they have two options: either they can
figure out why this is happening now
and didn’t before, and fix the problem;
or they can train some entry-level
employee to type out rote responses
every time someone claims, knowing
that people will continue to buy the
crackers because of the brand. They
have chosen the second option.
And this syndrome isn’t just confined
to big corporations. I see small and
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medium-sized companies doing the
same thing every day. Don’t do that. If
you have a recurring problem, here are
the steps you need to take:
1. Be honest. Is this a real problem?
In other words, is what customers
are experiencing a genuine problem
with the product or service, or an
isolated incident? If it’s happening
consistently and repeatedly, it’s
not an isolated incident. It’s like the
person who has been married seven
times—at some point, you have to
admit that the problem is not them;
it’s you.
2. Embrace transparency. You must
realize that, whatever the problem,
it’s going to get out. This is one
of the ways that social media has
changed the world. The old saying
used to be, “If you do something
good FOR someone, they’ll tell
one person. If you do something
bad TO someone, they’ll tell 10
people.” Now, either way, unhappy
customers have the capability to tell
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the entire world. Ritz is responding
to these customer complaints as if
it were communicating one on one.
You have to recognize that not only
will the problem get out—so too will
how you handle the problem.
3. Investigate. Why is the problem
actually happening? Is it traceable
to human error (most are), a product
or raw material error, a process error
or a customer error? Nearly every
“service” issue is traceable to one of
those things.
4. Fix it. Human errors or customer
errors can be fixed fairly easily by
training and setting expectations;
processes can be rewritten, and
product or raw material errors can
be addressed—but first, you have to
know what they are.
5. Individualize your
communication. One aspect of this
that really upset customers on the
Ritz page was that Ritz was not only
pretending that these were isolated

instances (hundreds of times
over), it was also giving the same
rote response and not responding
to individualized queries. When
customers ask questions, answer
THEIR questions—not everyone
else’s—and respect THEIR
specific situation. Yes, you might
be communicating with the entire
world (see #2 above); but you’re still
dealing with THEIR problem.
6. Set customer expectations. Too
often, customers are blamed for
expecting “too much” of a product
or service, when in fact it was the
seller that set those expectations
in the first place. I once worked in
an industry as a sales manager
where our service manager said,
“It’s your salespeoples’ jobs to sell
fantasy; my job is to sell reality.”
In other words, my team was
supposed to paint an unrealistic
picture of what the result would
be, get a contract signed and

then turn it over to service, who
would reset the expectations.
Unsurprisingly, customers were less
than delighted with this approach
and I left that industry not long after
that conversation. If your sales or
marketing is painting an unrealistic
picture, you need to fix that—false
expectations will damage your
business far more than losing a few
deals because someone else is
“selling a fantasy.”
7. Make it right. Find a way to make
the customer “whole” again. This
can be done any number of ways,
but the worst way is to give them
more of a flawed product. I’m
thinking of the airlines which, upon
delaying you for hours and messing
up your plans, give you a voucher
for more flying. Or Ritz, which
offered to send a replacement box
of crackers.
If you know you have a problem, you
need to either fix it or acknowledge the
problem BEFORE the customer buys,
so that they can make an educated
decision about whether to buy.
In the case of my beloved Ritz
crackers, all I want is something I can
put cheese or peanut butter on. After
reading that thread on Facebook (and
throwing away many, many crumbled
crackers over the last couple of years),
I’ve decided to switch to a different
cracker that holds together. Will I go
back? Probably not. If you have a
problem that you don’t acknowledge or
fix, and your customer finds out, they
probably won’t either.
Troy Harrison is the author of Sell Like
You Mean It! and The Pocket Sales
Manager, and a speaker, consultant
and sales navigator. He helps
companies build more profitable and
productive sales forces. To schedule
a free 45-minute sales strategy review,
call 913 645 3603 or email Troy@
TroyHarrison.com.
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Krista Moore

“HOW CAN
I GET MORE
WOMEN
TO JOIN
MY SALES
TEAM?”
By Krista Moore

This question was asked by one of
the hundreds of B2B sales leaders
in attendance at the Sales 3.0
Conference last year. I was a panelist
onstage (along with Jillian Blackwell,
Microsoft consultant services executive
to the Department of Defense and U.S.
Navy). Our discussion, “Beyond Lip
Service: Attracting Women in Sales
with Policies That (Really) Support
Their Success,” was moderated by
Cynthia Barnes, founder and CEO of
the National Association of Women
Sales Professionals (NAWSP).
What attracts women to sales?
That’s a good question and one a lot of
sales leaders are asking these days.
Personally, I started in sales when I
was eight years old. Imagine a child—
dressed in her purple church dress,
black patent leather shoes and ruffled
white socks—knocking on doors and
demonstrating the miraculous ZIF
Spray cleanser (manufactured by
Bestline) using a piece of carpet on a
clipboard and a crayon. Like magic,
the stain would disappear. My father
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was quite the sales strategist: he
would drop me off in the “rich” side
of the neighborhood and send me
back two weeks later with a different
product to sell.
Despite this, I never dreamed of
being a salesperson. In fact, I don’t
know too many little girls who say, “I
want to be a salesperson when I grow
up!” Maybe that has something to do
with perception. Let’s face it: when we
imagine a seller, we generally imagine
a man who wears a suit and carries a
briefcase. Or we think of the used car
salesman. (I’ve never heard of a “used
car saleswoman”—have you?)
What’s it really like to be a woman
in sales?
At the same time, I was raised to be
and do whatever I put my mind to.
When it comes to gender equality,
I never felt discriminated against or
thought sales positions were only for
men. In my first job out of college, I was
a customer service representative for
a B2B computer and office supplies
company, which quickly led to sales
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and sales leadership positions. Our
salesforce was 95 percent women;
together, we grew the company to
$100 million and gained the attention of
many competitors.
I didn’t realize that sales in general,
or the industry I was in, was male
dominated until a large corporation
purchased that company. Then I felt
the inequity—the need to work longer,
harder and smarter than my male
counterparts to earn their respect and
have equal opportunity. I was often the
only female sales leader in the room.
Even today, the sales profession
continues to be dominated by
men. This is particularly true at the
executive level. According to CEB,
now Gartner, women hold just one
in five sales leadership positions
and only one in four midlevel sales
manager roles. The percentage of
women in frontline sales management
has remained flat for more than 10
years. A few years ago, LinkedIn
examined its own data and found just
21 percent of all sales vice presidents
on its site are women.
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Are women or men better at selling?
Data suggests women are very good
at selling. Gartner says women’s
average quota attainment is 70
percent, while men’s is 67 percent.
And according to the results of
the 2013 Xactly Insights Gender
Study of Sales, women in sales
achieve higher quotas and usually
remain in their roles longer; and
companies with gender parity see
above-average revenue, market share
and profitability. I also know of at least
one study—from Gong.io, based on
data related to more than 30,000 sales
calls—which shows women are more
successful at closing deals than men.
At the Sales 3.0 Conference, we had
a lively discussion about how sales
leaders can launch initiatives and
create policies to attract, hire and retain
top female sales talent. Here’s what
was revealed.
#1: Make sure your sales culture is
female friendly
What do your company’s brand and
image represent? Think about it:
does your culture welcome diversity,
inclusion and change? If not, you may
need a concerted effort with actionable
measures to rebrand or change your
culture to attract female talent. Ask
women to provide input as you write job
descriptions and create hiring profiles.

To find female candidates for
your open sales positions, contact
professional associations such as
NAWSP’s job board, or create a
partnership with top schools with
specialized sales programs.
#3: Take steps to retain your
women sellers
After you hire women, make sure you
have a strategy in place to retain them.
Provide growth opportunities and
invest in their success. One way to
do this is to promote women to sales
executive and leadership positions.
Having more women in leadership
roles will help you attract more women
in entry-level positions. Gartner Inc.
found that, on average, female-led
sales teams are 50 percent female,
while male-led teams are only 25
percent female.
All highly successful people have
mentors. Implement mentorship or
mastermind programs specifically
designed to address the concerns,
needs and preferences of women.
Eleven years ago, I co-founded
nonprofit Office Products Women
in Leadership for just that reason.
Today, we remain a strong advocate
for women in sales and leadership

within the ever-expanding office
products industry. Check us out and
get involved.
Make sure your company policies,
programs and initiatives appeal to and
support women. Onsite daycare can
help support the productivity of your
women sellers who have young children.
Flextime can help the women on your
sales team manage their schedules
more effectively, in ways that suit them.
When it comes to planning teambuilding
activities or offsite events, consider
activities other than golf, hunting or
cigar and whiskey tastings. Try a
wine-and-cheese event instead of happy
hour at a sports bar. Invite spouses and
children to join you at conferences or
sales kickoffs, and sponsor activities the
entire family can engage in and enjoy.
If you are serious about closing the
gap for women in sales, then creating
new systems and policies is essential.
With sales constantly evolving,
embracing different perspectives with
gender diversity can only advance your
company.
Krista Moore is president and CEO of
K.Coaching Inc. and author of Race
to Amazing: Your Fast Track to Sales
Leadership. Article reproduced from
Selling Power, January 2020.

#2: Review your hiring and interview
processes and policies
Smart, savvy, skilled female
saleswomen are highly competitive and
sought-after. Some 78 percent of the
Fortune 500 have initiatives to attract
more women to sales, which means
there is fierce hiring competition. You
must set goals and commit to finding,
interviewing and hiring women.
During the interview process,
eliminate your personal frame of
reference or stereotypes that could
cloud your judgment or narrow your
vision for women in sales. Interview the
candidate for job skills, not gender.
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